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PREFACE.

This pamphlet consists of a series of brief essays

on subjects relating to Mesopotamia, written,

during 1916, by persohs with special knowledge

of the subjects dealt with,

^All have already been published in some shape,

but it has been suggested that many of those

whom the fortune of war has brought to these

regions would be glad to have the opportunity of

obtaining them in a convenient and permanent

form. It is with this object that they have been

reprinted and placed on sale.





The Arab of Mesopotamia.

The Arab Tribes of Mesopotamia.

The cultivated delta watered by tlie Tigris and

Euphrates is inhabited by Arab tribal confede-

rations, more or less settled, who are immigrants

from the Arabian deserts. Some have been esta-

blished in Mesopotamia from a remote period,

others have come in during the last two or three

liundred years, but all are originally nom^ids of

the interior wilderness. The unbroken drift of

her peoples northwards is one of the most impor-

tant factors in the history of Arabia. The under-

lying causes were probably complex, but chief

among them must have been a gradual change in

^e climatic conditions of the peninsula, involving

slow desiccation, togetlier with the pressure of an

increasing population on a soil growing steadily

poorer. To the hunger-bitten nomad, the rich

pastures of the Syrian frontier, tlie inexliaustible

fertility of Mesopotamia, offered irresistible

attractions, and opportunities for expansion were

found in the weakness and political exhaustion of

the neighbouring northern states, whether they
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were Turkish, Byzantine, Persian or yet earlier

emigres. The long records of Babylonia enable

us to trace the process in its earlier historical

phases, a study of existing conditions shows that

until a recent period it was still going on, and if a

forecast may be hazarded, it will not be arrested

in the future, though the nature of the migration

may be altered. Instead of devastating hordes,

sweeping like locusts over cornfield and pasture,

the surplus population of Arabia may find in a

Mesopotamia reconstituted by good administra-

tion only abundant means of livelihood but

far-reaching possibilities of social and intellectual

advance ; and they will be received with welcome

in a land of which the unlimited resources can be

put to profit- in proportion to the labour available.

The conversion of the wandering camel breeder

and camel lifter into a cultivator of the soil, inj||

far as it has taken place in Mesopotamia, wasl^j

inevitable process. In their progress northward

the tribes found themselves ultimately upon the

limits of the desert ; the wide spaces essential to

xrnmadic existence no longer stretched before

them, wliile the pressure of those behind forbade

any return. They were obliged to look to agri-

culture as a means of livelihood. Thereby they
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lost caste with tlie true Badawin^ yet, though

these last would scorn to intermarry with tillers

of the earth, shepherds and henlsmen of buffaloes,

they are nevertheless of the same blood and tra-

dition, and not infrequently fragments of very

ancient and famous Arabian tribes are present

among the cultivators upon the outer limits of

Arabian migration. Thus in Mesopotamia the

Bani Tamim, who are divided among various big

tribal grouj)s, were masters of the whole of Central

Arabia before the time of the Prophet and still

form a large part of the Oasis population—their

first appearance in Mesopotamia dates from about

the beginning of the Mohammedan era ; and tlie

Khazraj, now found chiefly on the Persian fron-

tier, supplied by their martial exploits in the

B
«Rnn+liem deserts much of the romantic stock in

of the pre-Mohammedan poets,

follows from the conditions under which

settlement has been effected that the old tribes

are often widely scattered along the edges of the

cultivated land, large Units which once ranged

over extensive stretches of desert having been

split up and thurst apart by the intrusion of others.

For example, the Jubur, a tribe now only half

nomadic, are found^along the Tigris as far North
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as Mosul, as well as on the eastern frontiers, of

Syria, and the Zubaid are divided between Meso-

potamia and the volcanic districts east of

Damascus.

The transition from a nomadic to a settled life

is always a slow process and the very doubtful

security offered by Turkish administration did not

tend to hasten it. Except in the immediate neigh-

bourhood of big towms, such as Baghdad and

Basrah, tribal organization has not been relin-

quished, tribal law and customs hold good and

tribal blood feuds continue to be a ierrible scourge.

A periodical reversion to tents is common and even

the reed villagers are semi-noinadic, shifting fre-

quently from place to place. The puzzled map-

maker may find his last addition to geographical

knowledge removed, almost before his eyes, from

the spot assigned to it in his survey and re-erepted

on another site. But the rising value of land tends

to pin down these restless husbandmen and no

sooner do they settle than their numbers increase

out of all comparison with those of their hungry

if prouder brethren who neither plough nor harvest

the wilderness . The Muntafik confederation occupy

an area which in round figures extends 65 miles

from East to West and 50 miles from North to^
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South, and number, at a rough estimate, not less

than 200,000 souls, whereas the whole of the

great Badawin group of the Anazah which peoples

the Syrain desert from Aleppo to the sands of

Central Arabia, can scarcely be reckoned at a

higher figure.

The proximity of Persia and the existence in

Mesopotamia of Karbala and Najaf, two of* the

most holy shrines of the Shiah sect, to which the

Persians belong, with the resulting influx of

Persian pilgrims, have brought the country mucli

under Persian influences. Nomad Arabia belongs

wholly to tile Sunni half of Islam, yet the tribes

settled in Mesopotamia have embraced, almost

without exception, the Shiah faith. These, how-

ever, who maintain purety nomadic habits,

‘'people of the Camel as they proudly call them-

S’plves, have kept as a rule to the desert doctrine

and are almost invariably Sunni,

From the head of the Persian Gulf up to Qumah^

Iribal organisation has almost died out, except

that many of the* peasants working in the date

gardens belong to the tribes of our staunch ally

on the Persian side of the river, the powerful

Shaikh of Mohammarah, who has in the past

maintained the right to mobilise them for his o\\

)
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tribal operations. Above Qumah the country,

from Euphrates to Tigris for some distance along

the banks of both rivers, is occupied by the

Muntafik, a large and loose confederation of tribes

of different origin, all of whom acknowledge, to a

less degree or a greater, the over-lordship of the

Sa'dun clan. These Sa’dun are sprung from a

Mecca family closely related to the Sharif, a

branch of which migrated to Mesopotamia towards

the close of the Abbasid period, about the begin-

ning of the 15th century. Themselves Sunnis

and of the purest Sunni stock, they established

their authority over the Shiah tribes and played

a very considerable part in the stormy history of

the land. In the case of one scion of the family

who^ had rendered valuable service in Central

Arabia, the Porte even tried the experiment of

appointing him Wali of Basrah, but it quickly

proved a failure and was abandoned.

Of late years their power as a ruling family

has been gradually disintegrating owing to internal

rivalries and dissensions and at present, though

several of the leading members of the Sa'dun

possess large estates in the Basrah WilayeJ, they

are able to exact but a small portion of their dues

from their tribal tenantry and as tribal leaders in



the field they are now of little account. Their

family prestige is still, however, considerable.

The position of the Sa'dim clan, as affected by

the outbreak of war between Turkey and Great

Britain, has been a difficult one, for many of them

o^ properties both in the territories in British

occupation and in those at present controlled by

the Turks ; but except in the case of two or three

iixeconcilables their behaviour has on the whole

l>een reasonable and intelligible, and there is little

doubt that they will all come into the fold when

they are satisfied that Turkish rule has vanished

for ever from the Basrah Wilayet.

Some part of the Muntafik is still nomadic :

the rest inhabit reed huts, villages, and even

towns, cultivate the land and breed sheep, cattle,

buffaloes and camels. Many of them who belong

to the settled sections roam the desert in spring

with their flocks and herds for the sake of

pasturage.

The tribes of southern Mesopotamia are better

armed than those above Kut and the Muntafik are

well provided with modem rifles.

Above them, along the course of the Tigris

aln^t up to Kut, lie two large and powerful

tribes ranging from the river to the Persian Hills
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Of these A1 Bn Muhammed, a socially inferior and

possibly non-Arab people, are rice-growers in the

jnarshes vn either side of the Tigris and breed

immense herds of biiffaloes whicli are exported in

greiit numbers to Syria. Lik(; all Marsli Arabs

they have maintained a semi-independence, and,

down to the youngest member of the tribe, they

are well armed with rifles. The second big group,

that of the Bani I^ani, have occupied the country

abox’e Amarah for the last four or five hundred

years. Their Shaikhs (kiim descent from a

famous pre-Mohammedan tribe of Eastern Arabia,

but, in spite of their pretentions, none of the

Badawin of the inner desert would-regard them as

equals or intermarry with them. Their most pro-

minent Shaikh, Ghadliban, a great rebel against

the Ottoman Government before the war, joined

tlie Turks against us, but has now reconsidered

his position, and most of his house came to terms

with us as soon as we advanced up the Tigris.

The Bani Lam are cultivators, but none of

them have entirely abandoned nomad life. Tliey

inhabit tents and are generally on the move with

their herds from February to June. Their horses

and camels are reckoned the best in Mesopotamia.

They are good shots, especially from the saddle.
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Round Kill, both on the Tigi i.^ and on the upprr

part of the great Hai canal, winch flows out of

the river southwards, tlic Bani Rabi’ah bear swaj^,

a tribe of ancient fame in Arabia. They arc a

turbulent people, udl-knowTi robbers and dis-

turbers of traffic along the river, but not so effi-

ciently armed as their neighbours to the South.

Still less well provided with rifles and more sub-

missive to control are the two smaller tribes which

cultivate the Tigris banks up to Baghdad, the

Toqah and the Zubaid, while the inhabitants of

tJie Euplirates marshes above Nasiriyah, thougli

their reputation leaves much to be desired, have

not shown themselves ill disposed towards us.

Far down in the scale of civilization as tliese

amphibious dwellers in swamp and reed bed would

seem to be, the amazing quickness of the Arab in

adopting himself to new conditions and profiting

by unexpected opportunities must never be for-

gotten. A child bom yesterday in a reed hut or a

black goat's hair tent may well be found practising

medicine or the law in Baghdad before the next

quarter of a century is over, and, though his

father may prefer to abide by something more

nearly resembling the old customs, a solid balance

at the bank will testify that he leads the simple life

by choice and not of necessity.



The

Basis of Government in Turkish Arabia,

No country which turned to the eye of the world

an appearance of established rule and centralized

Government was to a greater extent than was the

Ottoman Empire a land of make-believe. On

paper every co-efficient of sovereignty, every

process of administration could be found in its

proper place, with its fitting attributes and its

staff, from Pasha to Gendarme, all with suitable

emoluments clearly set down and activities

defined. Li due course the satisfactory results

of the exertions of these worthies would be chro-

nicled, the taxes they had collected, the fines

they had exacted, the roads they had drawn

across mountain and desert, the provincial and

municipal labours which they had punctually

performed. On paper; but for the meticulous

inquirer who could carry his researches further

than the written pages, parade the shadowy

personnel, count out the money bags, or journey

along the airy structure of the Sultanas highways,

disillusion was at hand. And he who, without

being guilty of incautious curiosity, was forced
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by circumstances to test the relations that existed

between documentary evidence a la Turque and

the hard facts of the Ottoman Emigre, was apt

to find himself lost in bewildered annoyance,

not unaccompanied by uncontrollable hilarity

—

annoyance when his progress was brought to a

standstill by unbridged torrents or the rifle shots

of the local magnate whom paper ordinances were

not strong enough to check, hilarity when the

neighbouring Wali expatiated to him on the

benefits wliich had resulted to the land from his

own forethbu^t (under God) in regard to the

adequate provision of bridges, or the Commandant

assured him solemnly that every part of the

wilderness was covered by the dovelike wings of

the Sultan’s peace.

That the Turkish Empire should have run at all

was, at a hasty appreciation, a matter for marvel,

but increased, familiarity furnished a clue to a

part at least of the problem. It ran not on the

paper ordinances, but on imwritten laws, unre-

corded provisions of Government, habits of

command and of obedience inherited from a

remote past and applicable to an immediate

}«es^t, which was not so very dissimilar from

the past ; it was founded not on the power and
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efficiency of Wali and Commandant, but on the

authority of village headman, tribal Shaikh and

local Saiyid. Outside the narrow circle of the

to\vns the official mechanism was set aside, while

more efficacious if more ancient methods of

procedure were adopted, and over a great part

of Asiatic Turkey tiie executive lay in the liands

of men who liad no part in the make-believe.

But since the final basis of genuine adminis-

tration was to a large extent independent of

Ottoman officials, it will remain undisturbed if

from any specified part of the empire those offi-

cials should disappear. The power of Sliaikli

or headman was derived neither from the Sultan

nor yet from the Constitution, nor cim it fall

with tliein. It is deeply rooted in the daily life

of the p(*ople, and with wise supervision, will

form for several generations to (‘ome the staple

of law and order. Indeed, it slimild form the

groundwork of all Government until the time

w’hen developed facilities of communication and

a wider cin le of enlightenment shall lead by a

natural grow’th to such measure of centralization

as is profitable. It is safe to predict that it will

be a centralization very different from tliat which

the Committee of Union and Progress sought to
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impose upon the inchoate agglomeration oi creeds

and races which in the course of six years they

dragged into two ruinous wars.

The material which lies to tlie hand of tliose

who may be called u])on to undertake the supreme

task of creating prosperity in rich lands which

have lain derelict for over Jialf a millenium ('an

scarcely be d(‘nionstratod more ('learlv than in

the domain of judicial administration . The stock

in trad(' of Turkish Justice, familiar to all residents

and to most travellers in the Ottoman Empire,

depended ultimately on sacred law, but Turkey

had to a certain extent modilied her strict adher-

ence to inspired legislation by th(^ snperimposi-

tion of provisions which were mostly derived

from the Code Napoh'on. TJiiis the Criminal

Code and the ('ode of ('riminal Procedure in usc^

in Turkish Courts were based on the French,

and the Code of Commercial Procedure, which

guided tlie Commenial (Courts, liad the same

origin. Foreigners, liow\*ver, refused to admil

tlie application of tlu* Commercial Code to ilu‘m-

selves, except where issues not above £Tio in

value were in question, and for all others where

they were concerned tlic Ordinary Civil Code,

the Mujalli, ^^as employed. Tiie Mujalli rests
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on Mohammedan religious law, the actual code

having been drawn up by Turkish jurists. All

Turks being Sunnis, and belonging moreover to

the Hanafi sect of tlut division of Islam, the law

which the jurists followed was that of the Hanafis,

and in consequence the Shiahs (that is to say,

over 90 per cent, of the population of Mesopo-

tamia) together with the members of three other

orthodox Sunni sects outside the Hanafis, Malikis,

Safais and Hanbalis, were obliged to submit to

Hanafi ruling. The Mujalli dealt with suits con-

nected with rents, sales, exchange, contract, evi-

dence and many other matters, but there

remained a Urge body of civil suits which were

beyond its jurisdiction. All domestic disputes,

marriage, divorce, and every relation between

husband, wife and child, all questions of inherit-

ance, and all land cases were the province of

the Shara' Courts, the Courts of Sacred Law
which were presided over, not by a civil judge

but by a Qadhi, The Shara' law rests on no

fonnulated Code. Muiatis mutandis, it may be

compared to our judge-made law, if it were

understood tliat whenever the judge was in doubt

he should seek a solution from a passage of the

Old or New Testament, The Shara' depended
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on the individual opinion of the Qadhi, or more

technically on his individual interpretation of

the Quran and the traditions, subject to any

knowledge of the inter|«etation of his predecessors

which he might possess.

Such in outline was the structure of Turkish

Law, and theoretically all disputes in the Turkish

Empire, from those between mefbhants in Stambul

to those between Kurdish chieftains in their

mountain fortresses or Arab Shaikhs in their

•arid deserts, came imder its purvue. But the

most cursory acquaintance with any province

of the Empire disproved the theory. Take, for

example, Turkish Arabia; a short experience

would convince the observer that the Sultan’s

writ fell powerless ten hours journey West of

Baghdad and possibly after a still less prolonged

March to the South of the capital of Iraq, while

it was palpably a subject for ridicule two hours

South-east of Damascus. Even when gendarmes

and police officers were on the spot to em^ffiasize

the majesty of the Law, it was not the Courts,

Civil, Criminal or Shara’, not the judge, nor the

Qadhi who regulated the relations between man

and man or assigned the penalties for breaches in

their observance. Behind all leg^ paraiffiemalia
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lay (Ji(^ old sonci ions, understood and resporlod,

because they were the natural outcome of social

needs, a true social contriict banded down by the

wisdom of forbears to descendants wlio found

themselves confronted by problems to which the

passage of centuries had brought no modification.

Village headman and Arabian Amir “sat in the

gate “ as the Kiifgs of Babylon and Judaea had

sat before them, and judged between their people

without code or procedure. The Shaikh in his

tent heard the plaint of petitioners seated round^

his coffee hearth, and gave his verdict with what

acumen ho might possess, aided by a due regard

for tribal custom, calling on the coffee-drinkers

to bear witness before God to his adjudication.

Or the tribal Saiyid, strong in his reputation

for a greater familiarity than that of other men

with the revealed ordinances of the Almighty

—

and yet stronger in the wisdom bought by long

experience in arbitration—delivered his awards

to all who referred to him. Moreover, the decisions

reached were as a rule consonant with natural

justice^ and invariably conformable to the habits

of thought of the disputing parties.

Thus it happened, that in spite of the unrelaxed

efforts of Ottoman Officials to drag all cases, mom
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especially r^ll criminal cases, into their own courts,

beyond the immediate limits of the towns the

i)ulk of the crimes and misdemeanours of the

nomad and of the settletl population, from murder

and robbery under arms to tlic pettiest disagree-

ments, never reached the Turkish Jaw courts,

afforded no livelihood to professional pleaders and

hired witnesses, nor were subject to the expense

and delay entailed by judicial proceedings. In

their colossal ignorance of the temperament of the

alien races whom they ruled, and in their blind

impulse to draw all authorityinto a singh^ net,

the Turks not only neglected but actively dis-

couraged the delegation of power, though tho}^

were unable to prevent it. Officially the jurisdic-

tion of an Arab vShaikli was recognised as little as

possible and any Turkish judge would have scorned

to refer to him
;
but in practice a weak and ineffi-

cient Government allowed him to go his own way,

not only for good but for evil, with occasional

brief efforts to prevent him—efforts which were

applied as impartially to that wiiich was of value

in existing conditions as to that which was

harmful. Their spasmodic character made them

the more initating to all concerned.

But in the eyes of \vi?er and more sympatliefi('
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rulers the system o( local justice which prevails

over the land will have far more than a sociological

interest. It is not only in itself a strong wes^xot

on the side of order and good conduct, but it has

induced .in the people habits of mind which are of

advantage to the State. Where no adventitious

profits can arise from litigation there is no induce-

ment to excessive litigiousness ; when the proce-

dure is transparently simply the probity of liti-

gants is open to fewer temptations, and in point

of fact the absence of any love of litigation for its

own sake and the honesty of the disputing parties

have already been noticed with commendation bv

British Officials in the Iraq who have been en-

gaged in the administration of justice. Not only

is the need of detective work on the part of the

police largely abrogated by the almost disconcert-

ing sincerity with which the accused will own up

to his offence, but the limited facilities for the

pursuit of complex enquiries, as well as for the

execution of sentences possessed by the extem-

porised courts of the village gate and the coffee

hearth have accustotned the people to be satisfied

with primitive expedients. These are no less

effectual while they are far less vexatious than the

exhaustive inquisition and the expensive retribu-
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tion of more highly elaborated—let it not be said

necessarily of higher civilizations. On small

issues the evidence of an oath is readily accepted,

especially in the rural districts, and the plaintiff

will go on his way content if the defendant will

swear to his own innocence in terms which are

considered binding. An oath will be taken on the

Quran or on the grave of some holy man of local

celebrity, or even on the holy man in his own
person. ** By the life of this Saiyid !

*'

and all who hear the words know beyond question

that if the speaker is forsworn his temerity will

bring upon him within the year a judgment

greater and more inexorable than that of man.

In place of litigation resort is made to arbitration

—even the reference to the Shaikli is primarily

of this nature. The judgment delivered by the

arbitrator is accepted by both parties as final, and

is usually the result of a sincere effort to gauge tlu*

facts and to deal fairly between the disputants.

The universal recognition of arbitration as a

sound judicial process has helped to the solution

of what might otherwise have been an awkward

problem in the preliminary organisation of the

occupied territories in the Iraq. In place of the

Sbara’ Court, which dealt with all the more inti-
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mate sides of Mohammedan life, the English judge

calls upon the doctor» of Islam to act as arbitra-

tors. Cases which would have come to the Shara*

Courts arc now adjudicated by men selected for

their acquaintance with Mohammedan law as laid

down in the lio’y books, and whereas in Turkish

daj^s none but a Hanaft ()adhi vas available,

each division and sect of Islam can now clioose

an approved jurist of its own peculiar complexion,

wliose judgment when delivered is ratified and

recorded in the British ('ourt.

By the same nudhod, the jurisdiction of the

Siiaikh, clearly a notable asset in the administra-

tion of districts which are wholly innocent of road

and rail, and characterized either by such super-

fluity of water as makes tliem unapproachable, or

by such absence oi that essential element as forbids

passage across tliem, <'an be preserved witli a full

regard to the rights of a sovereign Government.

It IS obvious that elementary judicial processes

are suited only to a society which is as yet in an

elementary stage of development, but no less

obvious is the converse proposition, though it is

perhaps more difficult* to bear in mind. Men
living in tents, or in reed huts almost as nomadic

as the tent itself, men who have never knowji any

control but the cinpl\ fiction of Turkish authority
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—^for in spile of the assurances of Wall and Com-

mandant, the tribes inhabiting the Iraq were

scarcel}^ more obedient to Ottoman command
than those who roamed the vast Arabian steppes

—

men who have the tradition of a personal inde-

pendence which was limited only by their own
customs, entirely ignorant of a world which lay

outside their swamps and pasturages, and as

entirely indifferent to its interests and to the

opportunities it offers, will not in a day fall into

step with European ambitions, nor welcome

European methods. Nor can they be liastenetl.

Whether thal whu'h we have lo leach them will

add to the sum of their happiness, or whether tlie

learning of inevitable lessons W'h bring the

proverbial attribute of wisdom, tiie scliooling

must, if it is to be valuable, be long and slow.

In our own history from the Moot Court through

Magna Carta to the Imperial Parliament was the

work of centuries, yet the first contained the germ

of all that came after. The tribes of the Iraq

have advanced but little beyond the Moot Court,

and should the shaping of their destinies became

our care in the future, wc shall be wise to eschew

any experiments tending to rush them into highly

specialized institutions—a policy which could

command itself only to lliose who are never

wearied by words that signify nothing.



Mesopotamian Outposts of Civilization.

In the life of the Arabian deserts there is little

to which the passage of time brings alteration.

The inelasticity of physical conditions confines the

enterprise of mankind to limits which are exceed-

ingly narrow. The sparse rainfall, the meagre

supply of underground water, prohibit any exten-

sive agricultural development. On the wide

central steppes of the peninsula and the arid

northern sands, the human race can find no abiding

place, and the nomads pasturing their camels

roam at the bidding of the herds over country

where even the scantiest needs of man and beast

cannot be furnished permanently. From time

immemorial the inland tribes have supplied their

wants from the nearest watered and cultivated

land, where a sedentary population can raise in its

rich fields and palm groves what is lacking to the

hungry children of the wilderness, where crafts

flourish and a man may find woven stuffs for his

raiment and metals fashioned into weapons and

household gear. Just as Joseph’s brethren came

down into Egypt to buy com when a season of

exceptional famine drove them beyond their
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customary markets, so the wandering Arabs of

to-day come down out of the perpetual famine

of the desert into the borders of Syria and Meso-

potamia fefir their elementary requirements.

The eastern towns of Syria, Damascus, Homs,

Hamah and Aleppo, are all markets for the Badawin

of the Syrian Desert, indeed Damascus is now, as

she has been in the past, at once the metropolis

of the wilderness and of the settled country, the

very centre of Arab civilization in all its aspects.

On the eastern side of the Syrian Desert the towns

of the Euphrates play a similar part. None of

those along the lower reaches of the river date

from a period earlier than the Mohanunedan

invasion, though the modern Najaf is the repre-

sentative of Kufah, one of the earliest camp-

cities of Islam, and Kufah itself rose out of tlic

ruins of Hirah, the capital of a small Arabian

principality which, before the time of the Prophet,

served as a link between nomad Arabia and tlie

empire which the Sasanian Kings ruled from

Ctesiphon. Just such links are to be foimd

to-day, south and west of the Euphrates—settle-

ments which partake more of the nature of an

oasis in the heart of the peninsula than of a con-

stituent of the cultivated regions of which they are
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the outposts, tribal towns, as v'ssential to the

economics of Arabia as was Hirali itself, and in all

probability not very dissimilar, except in degree,

from that ancient seat of independent princes.

It is an advantage when the Badawin market-

places lie be^Tmd the limits of continuous cultiva-

tion, or at any rate upon its outer margin. The

wild caravan drivers from the interior are apt to

disregard the rights of the fellahin and to allow

their beasts to pasture in croj^s carefully tended

and irrigated, a luigligence which results in repri-

sals on the part of the iiusbandman and a regret-

table disturbance of jniblic peace and security.

()n the other hand the incomers are not anxious

to penetrate into the bilad al inahkumah, the

governed lands, or to find themselves cooped up

in cities and foned to submit to the restrictions

which to\\’n life imjx)ses. A month in Damascus

is like a year in the tents observed a border chief

who had been detained by the authorities till

non-remitted sheep-taxes were forthcoming.

Wallahi ! I could not breathe there/'

The Ottoman Government recognised the merits

of placing the markets somewhat remote from the

centres of civilization and favoured the foundation

of outlying towns. Incidentally they extended
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thereby their own sphere of influence, since they

exercised some control over tlie new settlements.

A number of these mif^lit have been strunf^ out

along the edges of the desert if the Turks Jiad

been able to givt^ sufficient ]>rot(‘ction to tlu*

community in its early struggles witli robber and

raider. An instructive ('xample, tJiougJi it proved

a failure, was the attempt mad(' a few }\'ars ago

by a Shaikh of Jof in north(‘rn Arabia to establish

himself penuanently in the gn at ruined castle

of Ukhaidhir, which lies some 8 liours to the west

of Karbala. There were springs of waUT in the

adjacent valle}^ while gypsum beds and good

stone quarries were near at luind
,
lie was ueaxy,

said the Shaikh, of the government of Ibn Rashid,

his overlord at Jof, and if the Wah of Baghdad

could help him, he would build a town round the

castle, plant palm groves and set up as a barterer

of Mesopotamian prodiue against camels, an

industry which might be of no small servi(‘e to

official transport departments. But tiie Wall

had more pressing business, or perhaps his arm

was not long enough to enforce order 8 miles

from Karbala ; and in the end the Jof Shaikli was

harried out by the local tribes who were aeciis-

tomed to enjoy the water and grazing in the W adi
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Ubaid and looked jealously upon the intruder.

He returned with his people to Jof, a poorer man
than when he set out.

In just such manner, only with a happier ending

to the history, sprang up in recent years the little

township of Khamisiyali, at present in our hands.

It lies to the south of the Euphrates, a few hours

from Suq al Shuynkh, the older Market of the

Shaikhs which is now neglected by their caravans

in favour of the more accessible Khamisiyah. It

owed its inception to a Shaikli of the Qasim

province of Najd, in Central Arabia, Abdullah all

Khamis, who called the town after his father.

Its first years were precarious enough. Abdullah

and his followers, all Sunnis from Najd, built

themselves a tiny fort in which they held out

against the nightly sniping of the surrounding

tribes, who saw in the efforts of tlie Najdis to

establish this small haven of security and industry,

a menace to their position in the unruled desert.

Gradually the place grew, more men came up
from Najd, built their houses round Abdullah's

fort and accepted his overlordship. From the

Euphrates, also, some of the Shiah tribesmen

came down to Khamisiyah and, abandoning their

own Shaikhs, attached themselves to Abdullah's
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group. The Ottoman Government established

a military post there, and the little settlement

was strong enou^ to protect itself against all

comers and to refuse or permit musabilah, access,

to Badawin caravans.

More important, and of far more ancient origin

is Zubair South-east of Khamisiyah and West of

Basrah, to both of which places we shall shortly

link it by rail. Zubair, which is old Basrah, goes

back to the earliest days of the Mohammedan

conquest. Like Cairo and Kufali it was one of the

camp-cities which the conquering hordes laid

out to suit the first needs of the occupation—Misr

they were called, and the title has survived in

Egypt where the whole land is named in Arabic

Misr or Masr until this day. Like all Misrs,

Zubair had its open space, bounded first by ditches

and then by columned galleries, to serve as mosque

of assembly, the common meeting place for weekly

prayer and exhortation to which the believers

in the new creed were summoned each Friday at

mid-day. A fragment of brick minaret and wall

still remain among the ruin heaps to show tliat tlie

great mosque stood not far from the former

channel of the Euphrates, for, as the Khalif Umar

al Khattab had directed, the Misr was placed
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wiUiin easy distance of water cm tlie one hand, and

desert pasturage on the other. But when the

river changed its course Basrah changed its posi-

tion
; it moved east, leaving nothing on the old

site but a little desert tovm, now called Zubair

after a famous warrior of Islam whose tomb it

contains.

With the defection of the Euphrates, it became

no more than a rather ix)orly supplied oasis

standing among extensive fuin mounds, but it is

clean and fresh like all towns in the dry clean air

of the desert. Sweet well water is lacking and

must be brought from outside, rmd nowhere in the

territories of Zubair is there more cultivation

than a few cornfields and some gardens of justly

renowned melons. The melon patches round

Barjisiyah and the cornfields of Slia'aibah are

now seamed with British and Ottoman trenches,

and a tJimarish wood at Sha’aibah shelters the

graves of British soldiers who fell in the battle

of April, 1915 Here a new chapter in the long

history of Zubair was begun.

Men of Najd founded the town and they are

still almost its only inhabitants. The merchants

of Central Arabia come up and settle here, or some

member of a family of traders opens a branch m
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correspondence with his relatives in Qasim or

Sudair. One of the best known of the Central

Arabian commercial families has representatives

at Jiddah, Damascus, Khamisiyah and Zabair,

and not a tribesman but is familiar with the name

of Bassam, The forebears of the present ruling

Shaikh came from Huraimlah in Sadair and were

subjects of Ibn Sa'ud, ruler of Najd. Like him

they belong to the powerful Anazah tri be. Besides

the town dwellers, there arc a couple of hundred

tents of nomads, fractions of neighbouring tribes

who have attached themselves to the Zabair

community and own allegiance to its Shaildi. In

summer they draw in near the wells, sheltering

themselves from the fierce heat imder admirable

huts of reed matting, one ot the contribations to

architecture of tribal Mesopotamia ;
but when

the rains have fallen they drive their sheep and

camels, together with those of the citizens of

Zubair, into the new-springing desert grazing

grounds. The method of their admittance under

the aegis of the Shaikh is as simple as that of

the Arabian oasis families. They ask and receive

permission to use his pastures and camp on his

land, and after they have sojourned in his

territories for some time they are recognised a

2
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belonging to him and not to the ruling houses of

their own tribe. He becomes responsible to other

tribes and to the Government for their good

behaviour, and if an enemy falls upon them and

loots them, it is he who will enter into negotiations

for tJie restitution of their property, even if the

hostile tribe should happen to be the very one to

which they formerly belonged. This process of

re-group:ng, singularly w(dl illustrated in a place

like Zubair, is not confined to border towns or

oases. Whole tribes have been formed in a

similar mann(‘r, some recently, some at the very

remote pericKls
;
but recent or remote, the fact

that they are an agglomeration of units from

different tribal confederations is not forgotten

—

in Badavwn langi’age they have no common ances-

tor. Homogeneous tribes will, however, readily

admit a strangcu* group, who in course of time will

lose all' touch with their own people, though they

usually maintain slight d fLrenccs of custom

which distinguish them from the people of their

adoption. Thus the amalgamation of divergent

elements under a common Shaikh falls well

within tribal custom.

Unlike Khamisiyah, the Mesopotamian tribes

arc almost entirely absent from Zubair, or re-
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presented only by a few donkey drivers who ply

between Zubair and Risrah. And being Najdi,

Zubair is also wholly Sunni. The people marry

among themselves, or tale brides from the inner

oases, preserving the high bred type, the fine lean

physique, and llic quirk intelligdirc of the B du.

And Btdu even the Tiirksli Goveinmeril,

usually unsympathetic in such matters, recognised

them to be, leaving them to a pmetic al indc'pend-

ence under their own Shaildi and not attempting

to impose upon them military service, from which

all Biddwin were exempt. If they si ff-Tcd little

from Ottoman interference, they l^enefited little

from official protection. The ru.mg Shaikh con-

ducted his own foieign policy with the desert,

and provided, by diplomitic me.irs it possible,

security for his people. He was strong in the

position that the tribes would not >vilLngIy quarrel

with the owners cd market towns to wluch they

were accustomed to rese'ri.

But if they serve the Badinm, these trontier

posts of civilization are no less significtint to the

administrator of the settled lands. They are

eyes and ears througli which he can see and hear

what passes beyond his borders. From the

nature of his position it is essential that their
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Smikh shoiild be in the closest touch with the

politics of the wilderness, and his sources of

information are innumerable. Every caravan

from the interior brings him news from the re-

motest parts of Arabia, every wandering tinker

and farrier who comes in to sell his load of firewood

and buy with the proceeds a pouchful of tobacco

and a handful of dates, gives him the local gossip,

where so-and-so is camped, whither such another

has gone, whose authority is on the wane and

whose is increasing, what disturbances are brewing

and what fresh combinations have taken place.

The Shaikh’s coffee gathering hums with gossip

which, if he is experienced in such matters, he can

gauge and elucidate, and impart, if he is so dis-

posed, to the nearest provincial governor. The
latter will find himself provided, not only with the

best and latest information concerning his frontiers,

but also with an intermediary whose intimate

relations with the independent tribes enable him
to perform many a delicate piece of negotiation

which would be beyond the power, or beneath

the dignity, of high official personages, and so

contribute to the maintenance of a good under-

standing and of peace along marches impossible

to fortify and diflSicuIt to guard.



The

Independent Chiefs of Eastern Arabia.

The settled lands watered by the two great

rivers of M sopotamia are bordered to the south

and west by deserts which arc thj hom^ of nomad

tribes. The line of d ‘marcation between the

Bad iwin and the Fellah n is not» however, an

ethnological frontier, nor is it a shirply defined

economic or political boundary. The cultivator

of rice fields and palm gardens is of the sam? race

as the wanderer in the desert ; in the past, and

often in a past not very remote, his forebears

dwelt in the black tents ; his habits of life have

undergone little radical change, and his ways of

thought have suffered no alteration. After the

winter rains h ilf the villag.) will revert to a nomadic

existence ; with their tents and household goods

borne on donkeys, they will drive their flocks out

into distant grazing grounds where they will

remain until the grass has withered and the water

pools are cxliausted. Hospitality in turn is

extended by them to their neighbours in the

wilderness, who in the height of summer come in

to the permanent waters and to the comparative

sujB&ciency of pasturage near the rivers.
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But the dependence of the desert upon the

cultivated lands implies much more than a summer

visitation from the outlying tribes. The desert

does not produce so much as the necessities of

existence ; not even the oases of Central Arabia

are self-supporting, and nowhere are there any

industries for the manufacture of the elementary

utensils which the Bed twin require, the clothes

they wear, or the arms with which they defend

themselves from their enemies. For all these

essentials they must come to the inland towns

and to the seaports, and they must, therefore,

remain on good terms with the people who

inhabit them and with the Government which

can forbid them access to the markets. Thus it is

that not only can remote parts of Arabia be con-

trolled from wit] lout, but the rulers of the settled

countries must inevitably find themselves thrown

into ec onomic and political relations with the

independent shaikhs whose wants they only can

supply.

Before the occupation of Basrah, the British

Government had already come into contact with

the Chiefs of Eastern Arabia, but except for a

treaty with Ibn Sa'ud in i8G6 we had confined

our dealings strictly to those whose territories
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bordered the sea. With the Sultan of Muscat, the

Shaikhs of the Trucial Coast, and the Shaikhs of

Bahr. in and Ki.wait wc had long had agreements,

some of which date d ]:ack as early as 1820, our

main objects in every case being the preservation

of commercial security in the Gulf and the sup-

pression of traffic in slaves and in arms. Our

interests were brought more sliai ply into line with

those of the Shaikh of Kuwait, at the northern

end of the Persian Gulf when, in 1899, certain

foreign Powers seemed to be turning their atten-

tion to Kuw^ait as a possible terminus of a Mediter-

ranean-Baghdad line. The Shaikh saw in that

suggestion a fatal end to the position of virtual

independence which he had succeeded in main-

taining
;
the British Gove mment saw in it the

ominous beginning of a Teutonised Turkish

supremacy over waters which, for more tlian a

century, we had policed and lighted, and wffiere

our trade w^as still of greater value than that of

any other country. We cut short years of dalli-

ance with Ottoman susceptibilities, during which

the Shaikh had never felt certain whether at the

last resort we would or would not support him

in his efforts to checkmate the pretensions of

Constantinople, threw our influence into his scale
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and extended to him such protection as the

nominal subject of anotlicr Power could enjoy.

A year and-a-half before the outbreak of war

with Turkey, another potentate, who for years

past had been seeking for an opportunity for

closer relations with Great Britain, forced liimself

into our line of political vision. Ibn Saud,

ruler of Najd, that is to say, of the oases and desert

of Eastern Arabia, overran the province of Hasa,

which had formerly beem in the possession of his

house, and pushed down to the shores of the

Gulf, ejecting the three small garrisons which

upheld the ruJc‘ of the Sultan. Abdul Aziz Ibn

Sa'ud, perhaps the most striking figure in recent

Arabian history, has known every vicissitude of

fortune, ihough h(‘ is not yet pa^t middle age.

He and his fatlier were turned out of Riyadh, their

capital, by their northern rival, the Amir o*f

Jebel Sliammar, M hamm id Ibn Rashid, who was

the dominating personality of his day in Northern

and Central Arabia. For several years Ibn

Sa*ud wandered in exile, seeking refuge for a

time in the Syrian desert, in the tents of the great

Anazali tribe, with whom he claimed kinship,

while his lather feund hospitality with the Shaikh

of Kuwait. But when, in 1897, Muhammad al
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Rashid died, leaving no man of his own remarkable

quality to succeed him, Abdul Aziz was not slow

to seize an opportunity. Aided by the Shiikh

of Kuw.it, he rode into Riyadh with a small

picked band of lollowcrs, and, by a master stroke

of daring, recovered the town. The talc of his

entry at the dead of night, of the swift overthrow

of Ibn Rashid's vicc-rcgcnt, and of the subsequent

years of contest with the Shamrnar, which ended

in the re-establishment of his supremacy over

Central Arabia, has already grown into an epic on

the lips of Bc-dawin storytellers and songmakers,

and w'hcn this hero of many battles swept over

the Hasa the Ottoman Government was not a

little perturbed. The Turks had lavished gifts

on Mahammid Ibn Rashid and his successors

and studiously cultivated their friendship, hoping

through them to maintain some measure of

influence in Central Arabia. Ibn Sa'ud’s success

was not only a direct hit at their claims to sove-

reignty, but also the extension of liis authority to

the Gulf presented the signal danger of opening

the deserts to the dreaded influence of that

watcher of coasts, Great Britain.

Whether we should have been able to preserve

our policy of non-interference with Central Arabian
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affairs, or whether the proximity of Ibn Sa'ud

to the sea would ultimately have drawn us, as the

Turks feared and as he v\isiied, into direct relations

with him need not now be determined. The

outbreak of war brought our consideration for the

Turks to an end, and as soon as he was assured

of our fricnd-iliip Ibn Sa*ud cast away all shadow

of allegiance to the Sultan.

The occupation of B israh must inevitably

bring us into touch with Ibn Rashid and the

Shammar ; for though the building of the Medina

Railway has made it possible to travel from Hail

to Damascus in less than a week, the commercial

intercourse of Ibn Rashid s oasis is all with the

markets on the Euphrates. Every spring the

Amir's caravans, 500 or 600 camels strong, make

the fortnight's march from Hail to the Iraq to

replenish the stores of corn and oil, tea, coffee

and sugar wliich the unlimited hospitality of his

palace demand, as well as to purchase the garments

with which every tribesman who pays his respects

to Ibn Rashid must be presented, in accordance

with his rank and importance. By camel caravan

the merchants of Najaf furnish their partners

settled in Hail with the stock-in-trade of the

bazaars. Of the markets frequented by the
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Shammar two are already in our hands. The

little towns of Zubair and Khamisiyah, outposts

in the desert, depending respectively upon the

metropolitan Basrah and the provincial SKjal-

Shuyukli, the “market of Shaikhs “‘on the

Euphrates, are in the occuph'd territories. The

seaport of Kuwait is administered by our firm

ally. Ibn Rasliid, llieiefore, luiJess he be willing

to keep the peace with us. will be reduced to seek

his supplies higher up the Euphrates, and even

there he is beginning to find access difficult. By

sea and land we hold the eastern neck of the

Arabian battle.

The Shammar have suffered since the death of

Muhammad Ibn Rashid from inefficient and

imprudent leading and from family jealousies,

resulting in bloody upheavals in the ruling house.

The present Amir is a boy of eighteen, untrained

in statecraft, ungoverned in temper, and lacking

in wise advisers. He chngs bhndly to the old

policy, which has hitherto proved very profitable,

of close adherence to Turkey, and shows no lean-

ings towards the pan-Arab sentiment, with which

from time to time the Shaikh of Kuwait and the

ruler of Najd have coquetted—^for reasons not

strictly connected with an Arabian patriotic
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revival. Under"the Amir's feeble rule the tribe

is, as might be expected, divided against itself,

but the Shammar arc a proud and valiant people,

possessors of theii full share of desert virtues,

andobedfent to their old ideals of desert conduct.

They must always be a factor in Arabian politics

and a turn of the wheel might restore to them

much of their former supremacy.

One other great Inbal group touches the Eu-

phrates. The Anazah, most powerful of all purely

nomad confederations, roam the Syrian desert

from the borders of Mesopotamia to the eastern

frontiers of Syna. They wander north almost

to Aleppo, and in those northern regions cross

the Euphrates and occupy the rich pasturage >

of the Kliabur. Over this wide area more than

one shaildi bears sway. The tribe is divided

into four main sections, of whom the Amarat

come up to the confines of the Iraq. Their

paramount chief, Fahad Beg Ibn Hadhdhal, is

nominally the ultimalc lord of all Anazah, though,

in fact, his western neighbour, Ibn Siia'lan, who

commands the Syrian side of the desert, is a

more notable personage. Unlike the Amir of

Jebcl Shammar and the ruler of Najd, Fahad Beg

has no fixed abiding place. He lives with his
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tribe, true People of the Camel, who follow where

their grazing herds lead them. Yet the strong

castles of Ibn Sa'ud and Ibn Rashid are not more

impressive to the imagination than Fahad's

encampment. In spring you may find him in

the grassy steppes of the Syrian desert, with a

couple of hundred tents round him, widely scat-

tered in complete security from attack, and

during many hours before you reach him you

ride through his camel herds, for the Anazah are

the greatest of all breeders. The old Shaikli

seated on fine carpets in his guest tent, with his

hawk and his greyhound behind him, offers a

picture of tribal dignity which the walled cities

and lofty halls of the Central Arabian Princes,

and their troops of armed slaves, cannot rival.

The Amarat scarcely come as far down south

as Samawah, on the Euphrates, their market

towns being Karbala and Najaf and smaller

settlements higher up the rivers. A certain

amount of Syrian merchandise—^wearing apparel

and cotton goods—^reaches them also through

the enterprise of Damascene traders, but for

provisions they are dependent on Northern Iraq,

and, therefore, on those who rule it. Fahad Beg

himself owns some valuable palm gardens which
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controls the river has some grip on the sources

of his private fortune.

Tile Ottoman Government, save for its constant

regard for Ibn Rashid's friendship—a relic of

Abdul Hamid's statecraft
—

'ollowed no consistent

policy in its dealings with semi-independent

shaikhs. The Pasha had no sympathy with

nomad Arabs, and the half-educated townsman

of Constantinople or Salonika, who misguided

the fortunes of the S' ate through the Committee

of Union and Progress, looked upon them as

abhorrent relics of barbarism. A strong Governor

of tlie Iraq would chasten them, perhaps not

wholly without reason
;
but under his weaker

successor their liberty ran yet more wildly into

licence. Nazim Pasha might have held them,

firmly, if not w sely, but the high positions of

the Turk^sli hlerarcliy were precarious eminences,

and after nine months of office at Baghdad the

jealousy of llic Committee brought about

his overtlirow. Yet the task of controlling the

tribes of the desert sliould not be one of the most

difficult problems of Mesopotamian adminisn

tration. The diplomatic parleyings and the ala-

rums of war which sound among the tents, the
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wildernesses which change hands, and the dynas-

ties which topple down are of no concern to the

rulers of the settled lands. It is enough for them

that the de facto master of the wa -t( s should show

respect for frontier, road and rail, and for omlymg

cornfields. Rewards for the observance of agree-

ments are easy to dev.se—they are familiar and

time-honoured in all intercourse with tribal

countries ;
but for any breach the closing of the

markets of Iraq and the Gulf is a swift and sure

retribution.



A Ruler of the Desert.

The visit to Basrah on November 27th of Ibn

Sa ud was an episode in the Mesopotamian cam-

paign no less picturesque to the onlookers than

it was significant to those who have studied the

course of Arabian politics. For the past century

the history of the interior of the peninsula has

centred round the rivalry between the Amirs of

Northern and Southern Najd. Ibn Rashid and

Ibn Sa'ud. When ’Abdul 'Aziz, the present

representative of the house of Sa'ud, was a boy

of 15, the power of the Rashid touched its zenith ;

the great Amir Muhammad, Doughty's grudging

host, drove the Sa'ud into exile and occupied

their capital, Riyadh. For ii years ’Abdul

'Aziz eat the bread of adversity, but in 1902 the

Shaikh of Kuwait, on the Persian Gulf, himself

at enmity with the Rashid, saw in the young

Amir a promising weapon and gave him his

chance. With a force of some eighty camel

riders supplied by Kuwait, 'Abdul 'Aziz swooped

down upon Riyadh, surprised Ibn Rashid's

garrison, slew his representative and proclaimed

his own accession from the recaptured city. The

story of his bold adventure is part of the stock in
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trade of Baiawin reminiscence ; the arrival of the

tiny band at dusk in the palm gardens south of

the tovm, the halt till nightfall, the scaling of the

palace wall by 'Abdul 'Aziz and eight picked

followers, the flash of steel which roused and

silenced the sleeping foe, and at dawn the throwing

open of the city gates to the comrades of the

victor. The struggle was not over with the

capture of Riyadh. In a contest renewed year

after year 'Abdul 'Aziz recovered the territories

of his fathers and made for himself a name which

filled the echoing deserts. At length in 1913 his

restless energy brought him into fields of wider

political importance. He seized the Turldsh

province of Hasa, formerly an appanage of Riyadh,

ejected the Ottoman garrisons and established

himself on the seaboard of the Persian Gulf.

He was already on terms of personal friendship

with Captain Shakespear, our Political Agent

at Kuwait, and nothing was more certain than

that his appearance on the coast must ultimately

bring him into direct contact with Great Britain ;

but before the difficult question of his precise rela-

tionship to Constantinople had been adjusted, the

outbreak of war with Turkey released us from

obligation to preserve a neutral attitude. In
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the winter of 1914-15, Captain Shakespear made

his way for the second time into Najd and joined

Ibn Sa'ud who was marching north to repel the

attack of Ibn Rashid, engineered and backed by

the Turks, The two forces met towards the end

of January in an indecisive engage^ment in which

Captain Shakespear, though he was present as a

non-combatant, was wounded and killed. We
lost in him a gallant officer whose knowledge of

Central Arabia and rare skill in handling the

tribesmen marked him out for a useful and dis-

tinguished career. His deeds lived after him.

Less than a year later Ibn Sa’ud met Sir Percy

Cox, Chief Political Officer of the Occupied

Territories, and Chief Political Agent of the Gulf,

and concluded a lormal agreement with Great

Britain. His close connection with us has received

public confirmation in a durbar of Arab Shaikhs

held at Kuwait on the November 20th, where

he was invested with the K.C.I.E. On that

memorable occasion three powerful Arab Chiefs,

he Shaikh of Muhammarah, who though a Persian

subject is of Arab stock, the Shdkh of Kuwait

and Ibn Sa'ud, Hakim of Najd, stood side by side

in amity concord and proclaimed their adherence

to the British cause. In a speech as spontaneous
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as it was unexpected, Ibn Sa'ud pointed out that

whereas the Ottoman Government had sought to

dismember and weaken the Arab nation, British

policy aimed at uniting and strengthening their

leaders, and the Cliicf Political OffietT as he listened

to words wliich will be repeated and d scussed

round every camp fire, must have looked back

on years of patient work in the Gulf and seen

that they wore good.

Ibn Sa’ud is now barely forty, though he looks

some years older. He is a man of splendid physi-

que, standing well over six feet, and carrying

himself with the air of one accustomed to command.

Though he is more massively bu'lt than the

typical nomad Shaikh, he has the characteristics

of the well bred Arab, the strongly marked aquiline

profile, full-fleshed nostrils, prominent lips and

bng narrow chin, accentuated by a pointed

beard. His hands are fine with slender fingers,

a trait almost universal among the tribes of

pure Arab blood, and in spite of liis great height

and breadth of shoulder he conveys the impres-

sion, common enough in the desert, of an inde-

finable lassitude, not individual but racial, the

secular weariness of an ancient and self-contained

people, which has made heavy drafts on its vital
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forces and borrowed little from beyond its own

forbidding frontiers. His deliberate movements,

his slow sweet smile and the contemplative glance

of his heavy-lidded eyes, though they add to his

dignity and charm, do not accord with the Western

conception of a vigorous personality. Neverthe-

less report credits him with powers of ph57sical

endurance rare even in hard-bitten Arabia.

Among men bred in the camel saddle he is said

to have few rivals as a tireless rider. As a leader

of irregular forces he is of proved daring, and he

combined witlx his qualities as a soldier that

grasp of statecraft which is yet more highly

prized by the tribesmen. To be " a statesman

is perhaps their final word of commendation.

Politician, ruler and raider, Ibn Sa'ud illustrated

a historic type. Such men as he are the exception

in any community, but they are thrown up per-

sistently by the Arab race in its own sphere, and

in that sphere they meet its needs. They furnish-

ed the conquerors and military administrators

of the Mohammedan invasion, who were success-

ful just where Ibn Sa'ud. if he had lived in a more

primitive age, might have succeeded, and failed,

just as in a smaller field he may fail, in the task

of creating out of a society essentially tribal a
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united and homogeneous state of a durable nature.

Muhammad al Rashid was the classic example

in the generation before our own—^he has been

dead twenty ycar^, but his fame survives. Like

him 'Abdul 'Aziz has drawn the loose m^sh of

tribal organization into a centralized adminis-

tration and imposed on wond^'ring confed jracies

an authority which, though fluctuating, is re-

cognised as political factor. The SiuJ have

in the palm groves of Riyadh and the oasesof their

northern and eastern provinces, Qasim and Hasa,

wider resources, greater wealth and a larger

settled population than the Ri'ihid, and their

dominion rests therefore on a more solid founda-

tion ; but the ultimate source of power, here a^

in the whole course of Arab history, is the per-

sonality of the Commander. Through him, whe-

ther he be an ’Abbaud Khalif or an Amir of

Najd, the political entity holds, and with his

disapp *arance it breaks.

If the salient feature of the Kuwait darbar was

the recognition by the assembled Arab Cliiefs of

the goodwill of Great Britain towcirds their race,

it was the presence of an unchanging type of

desert sovereignty, among conditions so modem
that they had scarcely grown familiar to those
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who created them, which gave Ibn Sa'ud's visit to

Basrah its distinctive colour. In the course of

few hours the latest macliinery of offence was

paraded before him. watched the firing

of high explosives at an improvised trench and

the bursting of anti-aircraft shells in the clear

heaven above. He travelled by a railway not

six months old and sped across the desert in a

motor car to the battlefield of Sha aibah, where he

inspected British infantry and Indian cavalry, and

witnessed a battery of artillery come into action.

In one of the base hospitals, housed in a palace

of our good friend, tlie Shaikh of Muhammarah,

he was shovii the bones of his own hand under

the Rontgen ra3^ walked along the great

wharf on the Sliatt-al-Arab, through the heaped

stores from which an army is clothed and fed,

and saw an icroplane climb up the empty sky.

He looked at all these things with wonder, but

the interest which he displayed in the mechanism

of warfare was that of a man who seeks to learn,

not of one who stands confused, and uncon-

sciously he justified to the officers who were his

hosts the reputation he has gained in Arabia for

sound sense and distinguished bearing.

** It is good for us " and the Shaikh of Muhara-
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marah, as the two Chiefs took their leave, " to

see your might. '* Those who heard him may
well have found their thoughts reverting to a

might greater and more constant than that of

the War Lord, and looked forward to the day

when we shall expound the science of peace

instead of the science of destruction



The Pax BritannTca in the Occupied

Territories of Mesopotamia.

The history of the Mesopotamian campaign

has a double aspect. Side by side with the tale

of conquest by arms runs the story of victories

no less renowned, the peace of Great Britain

invading in the track of her armies lands to wliich

peace had long been a stranger. Before the

smoke of conflict has lifted, within hearing of the

guns, the work of reconstruction has been initiated,

and in spite of restrictions which a state oi war

cannot fail to impose upon the civil population,

if the Expeditionary Force, with its train of civil

and administrative oflicers, were to be withdrawn

to-morrow, it w^ould leave behind it a memory

of prosperity, of incipient order, security and

well-being.

To carry on civil government in an occupied

coimtry is a tg.sk which presents special difficul-

ties. The administrator is hampered by the

proximity of hostile influences, by divided allegi-

ance and by the uncertainty of his own position.

The last is a serious factor among the Arab subjects

of Turkey, who are we,ll aware that any obedience
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they may yield to tlie powers that be would serve

as an excuse for pitiless retribution if a turn in the

fortunes of war should reinstate their former

masters. The fall of Kut has already furnished

a forbidding example of Ottoman vengeance.

The Turkish official was of a different race from

those whom he governed, and it is partly because

the population of the Occupied Territories have

merely passed from one alien ruler to another

that the change has been effected with compara-

tive ease
;
on the other hand, he shared with the

majority of his Arab subjects a common creed,

and unsympathetic as he undoubtedly was

towards Arab civilization, he was yet provided

with that understanding of Asiatic for Asiatic,

which in spite of the deficiencies of Oriental

administration give it an advantage over more

adequate European methods.

In the derelict provinces of Turkey, the new

ruler inherits little more than a formula of Govern-

ment and must begin by converting it into an

efficient reality. From Kut al Amarah to the

Persian Gulf, the Wilayet of Basrah presented in

Turkish times a comprehensive picture of law-

lessness. On the Tigris, it is true, an intermittent

^j^^ntrol had been maintained, largely by playing
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upon the hereditary enmities of great tribal

groups and the personal rivalry which existed

between individual members of the ruling houses.

To recognize local domination and yoke it to his

service lay beyond the conception of the Turk,

and the best that can be said for his uneasy seat

upon the whirlwind was that he managed to retain

it. In the Euphrates valley it may frankly be

admitted that he had been dismounted. Yet

if ever the precept which connects empire with

disunion should have held good it was in the 2,000

or so of square miles on either side of the river

from Qumah to Nasiriyah. Mai*sh, rice-swamp,

desert and palm grove are occupied by some fifty

distinct tribes, all of which had at one time formed

part of the Muntafik league under the powerful

Hijaz family of the Sa'dun, wlule most of them

are still in name constituents of that famous

confederation. Until recently the Sa'dun con-

tented themselves with tribute, military service

and the honours of chieftainship, claims wliich

the tribal owners of the soil acknowledged with

varying readiness ; but the relations of landlord

to overlord did not fall within the four comers

of the Ottoman definition of proprietory rights,

and in 1871 Midhat Pasha, then Wali of Baghdad,
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effected a settlement on Turkish lines. The

tribal lands were partitioned between the Crown

and the Sa’dun and registered in Turkish title-

deeds ; the tribes found themselves reduced to

the status of tenants and the Sa'dun bartered

tlicir ancient tribal prerogative for the questionable

satisfaction of official support in their new role

of landlord. The tribes have never acquiesced

in this change. Acute agrarian discontent lias

kept the Muntafilc district in constant reb'^llion,
^

attempts to suppress the insurgents ended very

commonly in the discomfiture of Ottoman arms,

and since the weakening of the Central Govern-

ment, consequent on the Italian and Balkan wars,

neither the Crown nor the Sa'dun >'avc succeeded

in collecting more than a fraction of their rents.

Hjrc also the Turks pursued their classic policy

of attempting to improve their own position by

the destruction of native elements of order. In

a country parcelled out between a multitude of

small units, each one well provided v/ith ancient

feuds, material was ample. The bonds of union

which existed were consistently weakened, any

shaikh who showed capacity for exercising control

was countered by official hostility and intrigue,

group was pitted against group, tribe a^^ainst
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tribe, and section against section, until through

the chaos which ensued neither Turkish official

nor merchant, nor traveller could secure safe

passage. Each petty chieftain built himself a

mud tower from which he defied, not unsuccess-

fully, such part of the universe as came within

his ken, or sallied forth in his light mashhuf to

plunder by marsh and canal his neighbours and

the passing stranger.

Into this prevailing anarchy, enhanced if

possible by European war, the British admini-

stration entered with the occupation of Nasiriyah

and Suq al SLuyukh in July 1915. To north and

south, the Turks and their adherents were ready

to tempt the tribes with bribes and promises

;

military needs imposed measures, such as the

blockade of goods passing to the enemy, which

were galJing to the population, and apart from

circumstances connected with the war, the habit

of social order is a delicate plant to rear. Yet

the periodical reports of local political officers

bear witness to the wisdom of the measures adopt-

ed and to the results which they have acliicvcd.

Influential headmen have received recognition

and have been made responsible for their com-

munities. Arbitration on the basis of tribal
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custom is encouraged
;
petty disputes over boun-

daries are adjusted, and with the help of shaikh

and sai3dd, blood feuds are adjudicated and

squabbles peacefully settled. Faithful dealing

with individual disturbers of the peace is limited

by the fear of rousing a hornet's nest which

might embarrass military operations elsewhere,

but on occasion a tower has been knocked down

and a malefactor handed over to justice with no

other force behind the civil arm than a band of

tribal guards enrolled within the last twelve

months. Schools and dispensaries are being in-

stituted and are eagerly welcomed, and a begir*

ning has been made in the collection of revenue. •

On the Tigris, there was no fundamental agrarian

grievance. Lands which had been annexed by

the Crown were still leased in large estates to the

original tribal owners, though at rents immoderate-

ly swollen by the habit of putting up the lease

to auction every five years. The first task,

therefore, was to determine what sum could

reasonably be claimed from the farmer. All

arrears were remitted and in some cases the rent

was reduced by half, probably with httle loss to

the exchequer as the nominal obligation had never

been fulfilled. Old-standing quarrels arising from
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undefined boundaries have been given a temporaty

settlement based on the best local opinion avail-

able, and full advantage has been taken, in the

preservation of the public peace, of the responsi-

bility of the shaikh, a principle well imderstood

among the powerful riverain tribes. ^
^

That the pohtical officers in all parts of the

Occupied Territories have been skilful in exercising

a happy combination of force, patience and

persuasion is shown by the personal fnendship

and confidence which exists between them and

many of the slia;khs with whom they have to

deal. These sentiments were clothed in ingenu

ous words by a chieftain from a wild Euphrates

swamp who had himself been a thorn in the flesh

of Ottoman officials. His comment on the

activities of the assistant political officer with

whom he had come into contact was prompted

by a prolound acquaintance with his own country

side. “ There are among the Arabs,'' he observed,

a great number of liars and scoundrels, but

he knows how to distinguish good from evil."

A similar appreciation of the civil administrator

of his district, formulated by one of the best of

the paramount shukhs of the Tigris bore no le^s

genuine an impress. Never do I go to his
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house," said the shaikh, "but he gives me a fair

welcome." And encouraged by the treatment

which had everywhere been meted out to liim, he

brought down his sick brother, a man who had

spent his life in active conflict with the Turks,

to die, as it proved, in the arms of the Bntish

Government at Basrah.

Not least among the elements of persuasion

are the constructive works which have been*

undertaken, mainly for military ])urposcs, along

both rivers. Railway, road and dyke have proved

that the word Government has a new significance

and already a comparison is drawn between the

constructive energy of the British and the devasta-

tion which marked Ottoman rule. " The gradual

progress of the railway," says a recent report from

a district on the Euphrates," is having a wonder-

fully calming effect. Perhaps more tlian an3^thing

else the advent of the line has quieted the tribes*

The change from their almost openly hostile

attitude last March has been remarkable. The

permits issued to Arabs to travel by rail to Basrah

did good. Many townsmen and tribesmen have

ridden out to railhead on a visit of inspection,

and all came back impressed." The impediments

to commerce created by war, the lack of river
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transport, the shortage in imported wares, the

blockade, and the enhanced price of living due

to the exceptional demands of a large army, are

compensated by the abundant and well remuner-

ated employment which can be obtained both

in the towns and in the country districts. On

the whole the shaikhs have played up well in

providing the labour demanded of them. Where

the work, whether it were road or dyke, has been

of benefit to cultivated areas it has proved a

valuable political measure ; in one case the tribes-

men themselves undertook the necessary repairs

of an embankment.

The protection of the rivers and of the railway

along the Tigris devolves upon tribal guards

under civil control. Except for a few scattered

posts, military protection along the main lines of

communication as far north as Amarah is con-

fined to the Nasinyah railway through the desert,

and even here tribal responsibility is not absent,

for the friendly Bddavin upon our frontier are

charged with the maintenance of security in

return for the subsidy they receive. On the

Euphrates a small body of tribal horse has been

enrolled to perform the duties of a civil police.

The river guards had their prototype under the
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Ottoman regime and the tribal horse correspond

very closely with the Turkish gendarmerie

;

service in either body has therefore a familiar

air and is readily arcepted. It is an outlet for

restless spirits and, especially in the case of the

mounted guards, it provides opportunity of

honourable employment to petty cliiefs and

impoverished members of ruling families, sncli as

the Sa’dun, whose loyalty to the British admini-

stration is proportionately larger according to

their personal participation in local authority.

Even if the number of these guards is as yet

inconsiderable, they may be taken as one of many
signs that the foundations of administration arc

being well and truly laid.

In exacting responsibility it is impossible to

avoid a corresponding acceptance of responsi-

bility. Whatever may be the issue of tlie war,

the fate of those who have given us obedience

and service in the Occupied Teiiitories is a trust

inrposed upon national honour. Whether any

plea of compulsion could avail with the Turk or

the Teuton may well be considered doubtful.

In many cases the obedience has been prolfircd

too readily and the service performed too loyally

to lend weight to excuses ; they would unejues-
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tionably meet with derision, lifilitary occupation

offers one of two courses, the policy of the iron

heel or the policy of the administrator. The one

is a blank negation of human endeavour, the other

builds up a living organism which like all things

living must fructify or perish We have chosen

the latter alternative and are charged with its

fruit; let the Belgian, the Pole and the Serbian

bear testimony to the choice of others;



The

Shiahs and their position in the Iraq.

The simultaneous announcement of the revolt

of the Hijaz and of the disturbances in Najaf

and Karbala, must fall upon the ears of the Moham-

medan world with unparalleled significance. The

Ottoman Government has done its utmost to give

to the contest, into which, at the bidding of

Germany, it plunged Turkey and Arabia in the

autumn of 1914, the character of a Holy War
against the infidel. The Jihad was preached in

the mosques of Syria and Mesopotamia, and

during the whole course of tb^ campaign in the

latter province, emissaries have circulated con-

tinuously amongst the Shiah tribes, urging them

to do battle in the name of the F'aith. In Meso-

potamia, indeed, some success was obtained ; it

was not, perhaps, surprising that in Syria the

elfectb should have been nil, when it is remembered

that one of the preachers in the venerated mosque

of the Umayyads in Damascus was a German

Jew, too well-known in Turkish Arabia to be

accepted, even by the most ignorant, as an

authority on Mohanunedan doctrine.
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But the Ottoman failure to rouse Islam is

shown by positive, not only by negative, mani-

festations. After a little over a year and-a-half

of war, Arab independence of the Turk has been

proclaimed from Mecca, the centre of the Faith,

and the Persians of Karbala have sent a memorial

to their co-rcligionists in Persia protesting against

the outrages committed by the Ottoman soldiery

on a Holy City and a sacred shrine.

In the Iraq, that is to say, from the head of the

Persian Gulf up to Baghdad, the bulk of the

population belongs to the Shiah persuasion, the

proportion of Sunnis being comparatively small.

The origin of the greatest scliism of Islam goes

back to the earliest days of the Faith, and is

rooted yet deeper in the tribal divisions and

jealousies which have ever proved the most

serious bar to., the political ascendancy of the

Arab race. During his lifetime, the Prophet

had laid down no definite injunctions as to the

choice of a successor. Hs sons had died in

infancy, his favourite daughter, Fatimah, was

married to his cousin and adopted son Ali Ibn

Abi Talib, whom he had pronounced openly to be

more closely united to him than any other, but

the democratic nature of the Prophet's teaching
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would not seem to admit of the transference of his

office by direct descent, and in his own lifetime,

during a short illness, it was not his son-in-law Ali,

but his fathcr-in-law Abu Bakr, whom he ap-

pointed to lead tlie prayers. The removal of

Mihammad’s dominant personality was a critical

m ment in the history of the new religion. The

Hishimid family, to winch Ali belonged, insisted

that the position of Commander of the Faithful

and V.ceregcnt of God devolved by appointment

us well as by succession upon Ali, but the choice

of most of the Quraish, the tribe of the Prophet,

and of some of the Companions, citizens of Medina,

fell upon Abu Bakr, and in this selection Ali

acquiesced. On the death of Abu Bakr he was

again passed over in favour of Umar Ibn Khattab,

another fathcr-in-law of Mahammad, and when

Umar was assassinated in G44, the board of six

appointed by him to nominate his successor

elected Uthman Ibn Uffan who, with Ali, was

one of the six electors. It was only after Uthman

was murdered in 656 that Ali was raised to the

Khalifate.

I H*s enjoyment of the dignity was broken by

two revolts. In the battle of the Camel near

Basrah, and in the battle of Siffin near Raqqah
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on the Euphrates, he was called upon to uphold

his authority, first against Talhah and Zubair,

who fell and were buried at old Basrah (its modem
name, Zubair, is derived from the leader in the

struggle), and next against Muawiyah Ibn

Umayyah, the Governor of Damascus. The

fight at Siifin was inconclusive, lot although Ali

remained in possession of the Iraq, Muawiyah

obtained the nominal Khalifate. He was not

recognised by the partisans of Ali, and after the

murder of the latter at Kufah, near Najaf, his son,

Hasan, was chosen Khalif by the Fatimids, the

adherents of the children of the Prophet's daughter

and Ali's wife, Fatimah. But Hasan refused

the honour and the house of Umayyah remained

in undisputed possession until t he death of Muawi-

yah in 680. He had caused his son Yazid to be

acknowledged his successor, but Yazid met with

unexpected opposition. The people of the Iraq,

always hostile to the Syrian Umayyas invited

Husain, the second son of Ali, to claim the Khali-

fate, and Husain, trusting in the promises of the

unstable Iraqis, set out from Mecca with a party

consisting mainly of women and children. The

revolt was insufficiently prepared. When Husain

drew near to the Euphrates and camped on the
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spot on which the town of Karbala stands to-day,

he found that Yazid had the insurgents well in

hand and within a day or two a body of 4,000

troops had cut off his camp from the river.

The story of the tragic events wliich filled the

first ten days of the month of Muharram is recited

in annual commemoration in every community

of Shiahs and arouses a passion of anger and

sorrow which the passage <>f over 1,200 years

has been powerless to assuage. A Sunni Arab

of S3^ria, recently escaped to Basrah from Turkish

tyranny at Damascus, found liimself during the

course of his journey the guest of a Shiah tribe

near Karbala. Sitting in the coffee tent at night-

fall the Shaikh related to liim tin* tale of Husain

Ibn Ali—his faithful band, undaunted by the

arrows of the enemy and the tortures of thirst,

falling round him one by one, his son struck dead

in his arms, his own lips pierced by a dart whilst

‘he attempted to diink a cup of water, and as the

recital proceeded, tears flowed down the cheeks

of the Shaikh, and the tnbesmen sitting round

the hearth rocked themselves to and fro in an

agony of weeping— * As if it had happened yes-

terday ” said the astonished observer.

One sickly child, a son of Husain by a Persian
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mother, escaped the general slaughter, and to him

and his descendants the Shiahs look as the true

Imams, heirs to the apostolical succession and

spiritual chiefs of Islam. Of these they recognise

12 since Muhammad, namely, Ali, his two sons,

Hasan and Husain, and nine direct descendants

of Husain, the last of whom, Muhammad al

Mahdi, vanished in the year 878, into a cave at

Samarra, north of Baghdad, before he reached

the age of 12. He, it is believed, will reappear

in the fulness of time and establish the universal

Khalifate. The pilgrimage to Mecca and Medina

is incumbent upon Sliiahs as upon all Moslems,

but scarcely less prized is the pilgrimage to the

tomb of Ali at Najaf and of Husain at Karbala,

and in the vicinity of those shrines, especially

that of Najaf, every devout Shiah desires to be

buried.

The ecclesiastical leaders of the Shiahs, ex-

pounders and administrators of ecclesiastical

law, which covers nearly all civil cases, are the

Mujtahids, and it is the Mujtahids of Najaf and

Karbala who are of predominating distinction

and tnflucnce. Their functions are not only

religious ; they exercise a very strong political

suasion and are a power which the Turks have
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had occasion to regard with'dislike and distrust.

It is of importance to note that two of the signa-

tures, attached to the memorial recently sent to

Persia, were those of the son and nephew of one of

the best known Mujtahids of Karbala. The

Indian Government has long had relations with

Mujtahids of both cities, through whom distribu-

tion to the poor of the Holy Places, from the fund

known as the Oudh Bequest, are made.

The home of Shialiism is Persia and it is not

improbable that Aryan metaphysical thought,

originating in Persia, may have had some part

in shaping its doctrines ; its birth-place was

the Iraq, a province always deeply tinged with

Persian influence. So strong has been the per-

suasive force of local conditions upon the people

of the country, that Arab tribal immigrants from

the heart of Sunni Arabia have adopted the tenets

of the land and almost without exception have

become Shiahs. The process is still going on.

The Shuraifat, a purely nomadic tribe of the

Muntafik confederation, are probably recent con-

verts ; the Suhaiyim, a constituent of the Bani

Humaid section of the Muntafik, are still partly

Sunni, though to a very small extent ; and there

are even examples of conversion in the Sunni
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family of Sa*dun, Ashraf, akin to the Sharif of

Mecca, and therefore of the purest Sunni stock.

The Sunni clement in the Iraq, though small,

enjoys a social and political importance incom-

mensurate with its size. It consists mainly of

great landowners, such as the Sa'dun and the

houses of the Naqibs of Baghdad and Basrah,

and of wealthy merchants inhabiting the towns

and holding estates along the rivers. With the

exception of the Sa'dun, the Sunnis of the Iraq are

mostly town-dwellers. Since the country has

been under the Sunni Government of the Turks,

Shiahism has had no political status, Shiah

religious bequests have not had legal recogni-

tion, nor has Shiah ecclesiastical law, which

differs from that of llie Sunnis, been included in

the Ottoman Code. Partly, it may be, because

of the unquestioned nature of the Sunni ascend-

ancy, there has been little jealousy or bitterness

between the two branches of Islam in the Iraq,

and whatever changes the future may bring, it

should be the first care of the rulers of the coimtry

to preserve that fortunate condition.

The radical difference between the teaching

of Shiah and of Sunni is on the question of the

Kbalifate. By the Shiah no living Khalif is
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acknowledged ; he awaits the coming of the Mahdi

who disappeared from human vision in the ninth

century. In the eyes of the Sunnis the claim of

the Sultan of Turkey is based upon the renuncia-

tion of the Khalifate and Imamate in favour

of Selim I by the last Abbasid Khalif of Egypt,

but it is difficult to reconcile the Sultan's title

with the doctrine very generally held by Sunnis

that the Khalif must spring from the tribe of

Quraish, a doctrine the authority for which is

derived from the Hadith. the traditional sayings

of Muhammad. Though it is not necessarily

a precept ol the Faith that the Khalif should

wield both spiritual and temporal power, the

combination has great practical convenience, and

the fact that the Sultan of Turkey, alone among

Mohammedan potentates, was able to stand for

Islam militant, was overwhelmingly in his favour.

But the custody ol the Holy Places was another most

important asset, and the anxiety of the Turks to

maintain their hold on Mecca and Mtdma was never

more apparent than in the efforts made by Abdul

Hamid to hasten the construction of the Hijaz Rail-

way from Damascus to Medina. It was only because

of the extreme reluctance of the Sharif that the

line was not carried on from Medina to Mecca.
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To the Shiahs the transference of political

authority in the H jaz from the Sultan to the

Sharif cannot fail to be of moment, since it must

affect the conditions of pilgrimage, but the pro-

nouncement of the Sharif has a wider purport.

To all Arabs, whether in the Iraq or elsewhere^

the fixed purpose of the ruling power in Turkey

to break and crush the Arab nation in every part

of the empire must have become manifest. The

persecution of the leading Arab families in Meso-

potamia and Syria, the dismissal of the Arab

officials, the dcclamd intention to put an end to

the official use of the Arab language, all these

are indications of a policy wliich is perilous alike

to Arab Sliiah and to Arab Sunni, and it is the

recognition of this peril wliich has inspired the

Sharit to proclaim the independence of his race.

In the danger of pohtical extinction to which he

and his countr^rTnen were exposed, he has been

the mouthpiece of deeply-felt and long-cherished

aspirations towards liberty, which emanate not

from Shiah, nor from Sunni, nor even exclusively

from Islam, but from the most enlightened thinkers

among the Arab people, irrespective of province

or of creed.



Muhammarali.

From the mud flal?^ of Fao up to Khaiyain

creek» II miles above the mouth of the Kanin

River, the Shatt-al-Arab forms the boundary

between what was once Turkey and what is still

Persia. The Province of Arabistan, a tract

isolated by mountains, river and marsh from

Turkey and from Persia, ha^ always maintained

a semi-independent position, free irom any but

sporadic interference from either Power
;
neverthe-

less it was for long a subject of dispute between

Tehran and Constantinople, whether Southern

Arabistan should or should not form a nominal

part of the dominions of the Shah, or to what

extent it should form part of them. Persian

influence has usually been predominant, but the

population is almost entirely Arab, drawn from

the neighbouring province of the Iraq. Towards

the end of the i6th or the beginning of the 17th

Century, the Arab element was further strength-

ened by the immigration of the groat tribe of

the Cha'ab, who were originally subject to Otto-

man rule. The Chaab, wanderers like all the

inhabitants of Mesopotamia from the Arabian

peninsula, are said to have come from the western
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shores of the Golf, to have settled on the Gharraf,

at that time probably the main channel of the

Tigris, and occupied the lands round the city of

Wasit, now a wilderness of ruined mounds. They

were ejected by the powerful Muntafik confedera-

tion and moved on to the delta of the Karun

where they meted out to the local population the

same treatment which they had received at the

hands of the Muntafik, and extended east from

the Karun to the Jarrahi. As between Turkish

and Persian domination, the Clia*ab had no pre-

ference—^both were equally distasteful to them ;

but when they spread eastward they came into

provinces which were undoubtedly Persian, and

they found themselves obliged to 3deld tribute

to the Shah. In the second half of the i8th

Century they were granted the Hindiyan lands,

east of the Jarrahi, and this was their farthest

extension in that direction. Nominally subject

to Persia, they were virtually independent ,* they

appear in the troubled annals of Lower Iraq now

as allies of Persia, now as allies of Turkey; on

the Shatt-al-Arab they followed the profession

of pirates, came thereby into collision with the

East India Company and laid themselves open to

somewhat ineffectual reprisals ; but in spte of
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vicissitudes of fortune they remained practically

supreme within their own territories.

In the beginning of the 19th Century a local

rival stepped on to the stage. The Muhaisin, a

tribe subject to the Cha’ab, founded Muham-
marah near the junction of the Karun and the

Shalt-al-Arab, and under an able and exceptionally

long-lived Shaikh evinced a determination to

throw off the Cha'ab yoke. Shaikh Jabir ruled

his clan from 1819 to 1881. The favour of the

Persian Government being always a doubtful

quantity, he acquired large estates in Turkish

territory that he might have a place of refuge

and a means of livelihood in case of need, aided

the British Government in its efforts to suppress

jriracy on the river, and incurred the suspicion

of his Persian suzerain, who regarded relations

between Great Britain and Muhammarab with a

doubtful eye and was inclined to listen to the

rumour that the Shaikh intended to throw off

his allegiance and transfer his principality to us.

His son, Miz’al, who succeeded him, was less

well disposed towards us, partly because he was a

competitor with us in the trade of the Kamn, but

Miz'al's younger brother, Khaz’al, was frankly

pro-British, and even before his accession to
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power had given us assurances that he would

do his utmost to further British commercial

interests. Shaikh Miz'al was a grasping and

tyrannical ruler ; his assassination in 1897, though

not due solely to public discontent, was welcomed

with acclamation by the tribes, and his brother

Khaz'al became by tribal election Shaikh of the

Muhaisin and, by direct appointment by the

Shah, Persian Governor of Southern Arabistan.

The Cha'ab Shaikhdom had broken up (it was

finally extinguished in 1898) and the Muhaisin

had inhcrilcd the Cha'ab possessions from the

Karim to Hindiyan, but Shaikh Khaz'aPs personal

right to these territories was not definitely estab-

lished till 1903, when he was given by firman a

secure title to all Southern Arabistan, with the

exception of the Jarrahi estates wliich were

owned by Persian landlords. They run wedge-

like between Hmdiyan and the Karun, and the

Shaikli's doubtful control over them is a constant

source of difficulty. From his father and brother

he held great estates in Turkish territory, to which

he himself added until he became the largest

landowner in the Basrah district. His influence

there was enhanced by the fact that a veiy consi.

derable proportion of the riverain population
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under Turkish rule were cither Muhaisin or Cha'ab

and looked to him as their tribal chief. The

position was anomalous and brought into conflict

the claims of territorial sovereignty (claims

which the Arab is little accustomed to* consider)

with those of ancient tribal usage. The Muhaisin

and Cha ab, though living within Ottoman do-

minions, holding, when the Ottoman authorities

could induce them to take them out, certificates

of Turkish nationality and liable to conscription

for the Turkish Army, brought all their disputes

to the Shaikh of Muhammarah instead of into

the Ottoman Courts and recognised his supreme

jurisdiction and his right to call upon them for

military service. Many possessed wheat lands

in the Ahwaz district and would migrate thither

during the mid-winter months to cultivate crops

which lay loo miles or more from their Turkish

date-gardens. This divided authority over the

tribes of the Shatt-al-Arab is one of the problems

which confront the administration of Lower

Iraq, but it is not a problem which presents any

serious difficulty as long as we can rely upon the

amicable co-operation of the Sha.kh.

To the North-west the extension of Shaikh

Khaz'al's authority to the turbulent Bani Tufuf
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brought the Hawizah marshes and pastures under

his control. The development of the Karun trade

gave Muhammarah a steadily increasing import-

ance as the port of Central Persia, and Shaikh

Khaz'ars strong personality and marked friend-

ship with. the British Government did not tend

to allay the distrust which was aroused alike in

Turkey and in Persia by his growing influence.

His position with regard to Persia resembled

that of his neighbour and life-long friend Mubarak

of Kuwait in respect of Turkey. Both Shaikhs

enjoyed an autonomy which they were keenly

anxious to preserve, both feared the jealousy and

encroachment of their overlord, while the geo-

graphical situation of the one on the mouth of

the Karun and of the other at the head of the

Persian Gulf made them factors in commercial

questions of international interest which were

quickened into fresh vitality by the projected

Baghdad railway. Mubarak, who was a states-

man of exceptional skill and foresight, played

for and ultimately won the support of Great

Britain. Khaz'al, a man of perhaps less ability

but guided or at least assisted by a singularly

astute adviser in his Agent and Wazir, Haji

Muhammad Ali, the Rais al Tujjar of Arabistan,
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adhered consistently to the assuranc2s he had given

us before his accession and received in return such

help as was compatible with the preservation

of the integrity of Persia. In 1909, when he was

presented with the K.C.I.E., the Persian Govern-

ment was informed that we had special relations
^

with him and that we would uphold him in the

event of any encroachment upon his rights.

The opening up of the Persian Oil Fields, and the

establishment of the Anglo-Pcrsian Oil Company's

factory at Abadan, in the Shaikh of Muhammarah's

territory, cemented our commercial connection

with him ; the occupation of the Basrah Wilayet

has made him a neighbour with whom it is essen-

tial that we should maintain those relations of

friendship and confidence which were established

before the war. His interests, both as a landlord

and as a tribal Shaikh, arc not liis only claim

to influence in the Occupied Territories. As a

powerful and practically independent Arab* Chief

he is respected by all the tribes of Iraq, and the

fact that he is a Shiah gives him additional weight

among them. In Turkish times rebel Shaikhs

of the great tribes along the Tigris sought and

found protection with him, and to-day the Shaikhs

and Saiyids of the river banks will vaunt their
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intimacy with him and make a point of paying

him an occasional visit. Since the outbreak of

war he has used his personal authority unfailingly

on our behalf and given us all assistance which

is consonant with his position as subject of a

neutral State. placed at our disposal, for

use as a Base Hospital, a large house which he

owned on the Shatt-al-Arab above Basrah, and

when in the spring of 1915 certain unruly elements

under his jurisdiction, incited by the preaching

of the Jihad by Turkish emissaries, rose in revolt

and assisted the Turks to attack our troops at

Ahwaz and cut the pipe line, his steadfast attitude

and his unshaken belief in our ability to deal with

the situation, combined with our success at

Sha*aibah, did much to prevent further secession

and to facilitate th«? rapid restitution of order

as soon as the Turks were driven across the

Karkhah by the operations of the 12th Division.

The chaotic condition of Northern Arabistan

adds to the difficulty of his administration, but

he has spared no effort to keep the tribes in hand,

and to that end has subordinated his personal

interests to immediate political requirements.

In return we have maintained him in complete

ownership of his estates in the Occupied Territories ;
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all further adjustment of his rights in the district

he has been content to leave until the final settle-

ment at the end of the war.

It would be difficult to picture a greater con-

trast than that which exists between the two

leading personalities of Muhammirah, Shaikh

Khaz'al and H iji Rais. Shaikh Khaz'al is

a tall man, massively built, with strongly marked

but coarsely moulded features of a distinctly

Semitic type which vouches for his Arab descent.

Hj wears the old Chiab headdress, a black

folded turban with a pendent end, and affxts a

certain richness in dress which accords with and

enhances liis commanding appearance. The Rais

al Tujjar is a pure blooded Persian, small and

alert in figure, with a finely-cut fac^ worn sharp

by age. The pair, standing side by side, the h:;ad

of the one barely reacliing to the shoulder of the

other, represent the intellect and tlu physical

vigour which have brought the State of Maham-

marah safely through the narrow.'^, notwithstand-

ing the menace of the Persian Scylla and the

Turkish Carybdis.

Shaikh Khaz'al is fully aware that the future

will demand of his successors more than personal

courage and inherited prestige, if they are to
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hold their place in the new order which is dawning

on Mesopotamia. He has placed his sons in an

American Mission School in Basrah, and he does

not fail to impress upon them that without edu-

cation even the descendents of autonomous

Princes will be outstripped in the race. Tlie

potential w^ealth of his country may be dimly

gauged by its ancient prosperity, when the Sasa-

nian monarchs Shaikh Khaz’aPs remote Persian

predecessors, held the Emperor Valerian captive,

dammed the rebellious rivers of Arabistan and

erected great palaces, of which the ruins fired the

imagination of Arabian geographers of the loth

Century. A lurking ambition to rival Sasanian

fame has moved the Shaikh to adorn with stucco

counterparts of Sasanian rock cut reliefs the

walls of his own palac(‘ at Failiyah, below Muham-

merah, where imperfectly executed genii present

wreaths of victory to invertebrate warriors who

wear the arms, the bulbous crown and floating

scarves of the Chosroes.

Notwithstanding the native quickness and

adaptability of the Arab, a task yet more difiScult

than the emulation of Sasanian exploits lies

before the Shaikh and his successors, and our

responsibility for those who have put their trust
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in British civilisation extends beyond the care

for their political security into regions which

call for the exercise of infinite patience, and of

the wisdom bought by experience not only of

success but also of failure.



A Tribe of the Tigris.

The Tigris is a river of Arabia. The merchant

may regard it as a trade route, and the soldier

as a line of communications, the geographer may

score hs map with names ancient and modem,

but no other definition will satisfy the ethnologist

or guide the administrator. The Tigris is a river

of great tribal confederations, immigrants from

the deserts of the Arabian peninsula. Names

that ring through the heroic legends of Arabia

—

Bani Tamim, Bani Rabi ah—are to be found

among them, and historical record confirms

their claim to such high ancestry. No structural

alteration in the nature ol their social organization

differentiates them from the B idawin of to-day,

but their long sojourn in the Iraq has been

productive of outward changes. They have

become cultivators, or they take toll from the

cultivation of smaller tribes, some of whom may
represent an earlier stratum of population, while

some are sections detached from other large

Mesopotamian units ; they have been affected

by local religious influences and have turned

from the Sunni tenets of the desert to the Shiah

creed which centres in Najaf and Karbala
;
physi-
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cally they have profited by ampler conditions of

living, and the powerful, big-boned type common

among them contrasts with the hungry s’endemess

of the B.idavin. But if they have gained in worldly

prosperity they have lost in honour. Their

brothers of the wilderness will neither give their

daughters in marriage to the Iraq tribes nor take

wives from among them. They are M.i'dan, a

loose denomination which applies gcncrically

to the social level below that of the speaker. To

the Badawin all the riverside people are alike

Ma'dan ; on the lips of the cultivators the descrip*

tion refers to the buffalo owners and fishermen

of the marsh ; etymologically it means no more

than the dwellers in the ‘Adan, ^he plain, which

by a confusion of ideas has become in our tongue

a synonym of Paradise.

The canals from the Tigris and the marshes

into which they fall had been so seldom visited

by Europeans during Turkish times that the

tribes and their mode of hfe were almost unknown

to us. The names Albu Muhammad, Bani Lara

and Bani Rabi’ah represented little more than

an amphibious population of insubordinate habits,

who at intervals unpleasantly frequent fired at

river steamers, held up traffic and defied Turkish
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eflEorts to keep them in check. One of the great

groups of the lower Tigris came in 1915 comi^ete-

ly under British control, and wc are beginning

to form some idea of its composition and character.

As an independent entity the Albu Muhammad
are not of ancient date. According to their

own account they are an offshoot of the Zubaid, a

numerous and widely disseminated people, one

of whose seats is in northern Iraq. Trust-

worthy dates are not furnished by local historians,

but for the last nine generations the Albu Muham-

mad have had a separate existence on the Tigris

between Amarah and Ezra's Tomb, their head-

quarters being the little town of Qal'at Salih.

They have Jong since severed the links with then

Zubaid ancestors and the one group takes no

interest in the fortunes of the other.

Religious observance, as is commonly the case

among genuine tribesmen, would seem to sit

lightly on the Albu Muhammad, but they regard

with deference the Saiyids, the descendants of

the Prophet, who live among them, turning to

them for the adjudication of disputes and respect-

ing their awards. The cry of Jihad, widely

published by Saiyids from the holy cities, brought

the tribes out against us at the beginning of the
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war, but what part was played by a profound

Mohammedan sentiment, and what by a natural

desire to take a hand in any movement which

gave pleasurable anticipation of lawlessness and

loot would be difficult to determine. The Shaikhs

showed no pertinacious devotion to the Turks, with

whom they had spent most of their lives in active

conflict. They made submission as soon as we

had established ourselves at Amarah, and for

j[he last i8 months they have shown themselves

reasonably loyal, willing enough to meet unusual

demands for labour on road and railway, and to

hold cordial intercourse with British officials.

The land which they occupy is Ottoman Crown

property and is leased out in periods of five years

to the highest bidder, but the prescriptive right

of the tribe to its own districts has limited the

choice of lessees, and in practice the Turkish

Government was unable to grant Albu Muhammad
farms to any but Shaikhs of the ruling house.

They hold and cultivate^the area of great canals

on either side of the river below Amarah, and

people the marshes at the tail of the water ways.

Cultivators and Ma'dan alike live in reed huts

which are almost as mobile as the black tents

of the Badawin, and within their own limits they
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are still nomadic. Any tendency to permanent

settlement was checked by the fear of being

liable to conscription, but ruling Shaikhs own

property in the local town, Amarah or Qal’at

Salih— just as a chief of the western Syrian desert

will have a house in Damascus—and those who

have leased the same estate from term to term

over a number of years have built themselves

brick houses at their customary places of re«^i-

dence. The Shaikh's jurisdiction in all tribcl

matters is supreme ;
in this as in other particulars

the social order of the desert is faithfully repro-

duced. The women move freely and unveiled

among the tribesmen, and though the lot of the

average woman is equally unen\dable in the reed

village and in the black tent, in both cases she

may on occasion play an influential part. Two

notable ladies arc ta be found to-day among the

Albu Muhammad, sisters and divorced wives of

Shaikhs, who have declined to embark on fresh

matrimonial adventure and have returned to the

home of their respective brothers. They manage

the lands allotted to them with no less vigour

than they show in directing the affairs of the

family. One of these Mesopotamian upholders

of the rights of her sex (candour compels the
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admission that she is a shrew) was entrusted

by us for a brief period with a Government estate

when her stepson^^ the Turkish lessee, proved

intractable, but this task proved to be somewhat

beyond her powers. The other was in the habit

of ace'ompanying her brother the Shaikh in his

official visits to Baghdad, and interviews when

she repairs to his town house at Amarah, the

brokers and merchants with whom he transacts

dealings in grain. A merry, determined woman,

she enjoys a gossip with a political officer on tour

and thinks nothing of a long journey by river

and canal if a bride is to be conveyed to the house

of a shaikhly relative—or for that matter of

hustling the newly wedded bride away again,

if she is not satisfied with the reception accorded

her. “ Our daughters arc fair as birdsand gold,"

said she in describing a recent exploit of this

nature, and an expressive gesture left the imagi-

nation to conjecture the insufficiency of the

accommodation which had been provided for

such treasures. Nevertheless matrimonial rebuffs

must be rare, for the Albu Muhammad shaikhs

manage to contract an inordinate number of

marriages. From f«rty to fifty children is no

unusual family, and the household is increased
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by a horde of domestic slaves whose negroid

hair and features attest their African blood,

though for the most part generations of Meso-

potamian breeding have robbed them of their

original complexion. Like the independent chiefs

of Central Arabia, each ruling shaikh^maintains

an armed bodyguard, a hoshiyah, the members
of which receive grants of land in return for

military service.

What with his numerous family, his slaves and
his hoshiyah, the shaikh’s immediate dependents

run into many hundreds
; in Arab fashion he

keeps open house for all w^ho come to pay him
their respects ; his fees to Government amount
on the richer estates to over £20,000 a year and
were double that sum under the Turks, when
rents were forced up by the periodical auctioning

of the lease. But though he may not have much
ready money at his command he is a rich man,
living in abundance on the produce of his estate*

His position depends on his power to give employ-

ment on the land and thereby keep his wandering
cultivators together. The silting up of a canal

will set the reed village packing, to the detriment

of his tribal strength as well as his income. The
possiWlity of large defections is a source of anxiety
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to him, for labour once scattered is with difficulty

reassembled.

Physical conditions determine the composition

of the Albu Muhammad community. Along

the river and the main canals the groimd is

raised by silt deposits, with the result that the

great water channels run through a low ridge

instead of through a valley. On these ridges

grow the winter crops of wheat and barley, an

imcertain yield depending partly on the rainfall.

Untilled tracts of scrub and thorn and small

infrequent reed villages lend to the high groimd

a certain air of inhospitality. The cultivators

are settlers drawn from weak neighbouring con-

federations, who take service unde’* the wealthy

Albu Muhammad Shaikhs and enter into tribal

relations with their employers. As the ground

falls towards the marsh the sparser husbandry

gives way to continuous rice-fields, with an

accompanying increase of population. The yellow

reed huts, banked up in winter with rice straw

to keep out the rain and the north wind, line the

canals in long village streets. In spite of their

frail materials they convey an impression of rural

comfort and prosperity which is borne out by

%he appearance of their stalwart well-nourished
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inhabitants. These villages are the home of

the Albu Muhammad tribesmen, who reserve the

fertile rice country for their own use and profit,

emplo3dng even here fellahin from the com lands

to execute for hire the heavier labours. The

landscape ends in the reed and open water of

the marsh, where the island hamlets of the Ma*dan

occupy ancient knolls, rich in fragments of pot-

tery, and the light pitch-covered mashhuf is the

only means of communication.

Save for the brick-built house of the Shaikh,

from river to marsh no permanent habitation

is to be found among the cultivators, but just

as on the edges of the desert small market towns

have grown up to supply the needs of the Badawin,

so on the canals there is an occasional settlement

of townsfolk, clustered round a bazaar which is

stocked with cotton goods, dates, coffee, tobacco

and other simple requirements of the country

side. Some shrewd merchant of Najd origin,

easily distinguished by his finer features and

superior education, presides over this group of

shop-keepers and act^ as Mudir on behalf of the

Government. A Sunni, with a comprehensive

contempt for his clients, from shaikh to marsh-

man, be takes his wives from families of like
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origin with himself, bringing them from Zubair

or elsewhere on the desert borders, and preserves

the Najd blood and the Najd tradition untainted

in the heart of Iraq.

Notwithstanding a prevailing turbulence under

Ottoman rule, the task of the administrator

would not seem to present overwhelming difficul-

ties when once tJie tribal character of the Albu

Muhammad country is admitted and used to

advantage. Tlie Turkish (jovernment, too weak

to control the shaikhs, sought to undermine an

authority for which they could offer no substitute.

Instead of endeavouring to allay dissension, they

regarded intertribal and kimily jealousies as the

best guarantee against hostile combination, and

accepted local unrest as the less formidable ol

two evils. Their methods, pursued with great

adroitness, were in so far successful that they

managed to maintain a semblance of adminis-

tration wliich will prove a valuable heritage to

more capable rulers.



The Star Worshippers of Mesopotamia.

A CURIOUS phenomenon in Mesopotamia is the

eidstence of a mass of people who have borrowed

from all the races about them and have adopted

customs belonging to all, and yet are totally

isolated from them socially.

These are the Sabeans, known to some as the

“ Star Worshippers of Mesopotamia.” Some

writers have referred to them as ” Saint John

Christians,” but this is a misnomer, because the

" John ” to whom they profess to adhere is cer-

tainly not a Saint, nor are they Christians in any

sense of the word ; they arc the Sabeans mentioned

in the Book of Job, though not the Sabeans

mentioned in the Quran. During the time of the

Mohammedan supremacy, however, they have

accepted the interpretation that they are the

Sabeans mentioned in the Quran, in order thus

to protect themselves against persecution, since

the Sabeans are mentioned in the Quran along

with Christians and Jews as ” People of the Book ”

and, therefore, to be reverenced.

The scientifically correct name of these people

is the Mandaeans. The word Mandsean in their

own language means “ disciple ” and they refer
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to themselves as the “ Disciples of John.*' Their

language is Mandaitic, which belongs to the Semi-

tic group of languages, and is a first cousin of

Syriac. No printed literature exists, although a

few of their manuscripts are in the hands of

European scholars. The foremost Mandaitic

scholar was Peterman, a German Orientalist,

who about 6o years ago spent two years among
the Sabeans at Suq-al-Shuyukli. They, of course,

also speak Arabic, though never to my knowledge

have they attended any Arabic Schools.

In the 17th century they numbered about

20,000 families, but at the present day their

total does not exceed 3,000 souls. They exist

only in Mesopotamia, a few living m Baghdad,

and by far the great majority around Suq-al-

Shuyukh. They are never to be found at a

distance from running water inasmuch as the

tenets of their religion demand their proximity

to living water. The great decrease in popula-

tion is due first of all to the persecution from the

Mohammedan and then to internal strife
; further

many of their women have in late years been

married to Mohammedans and thus the race is

fast disappearing. They have three chief oc

cupations, that of silver-smiths, canoe building
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and dairying. Their peculiar canoe is called

the Mashhuf. Their silver work is justly famous

for exquisite workmanship. It consists of black

and silver wrought in running designs. Tlie

composition of this black substance, supposed

to be antimony, is a secret of the trade with them.

Of late years Arabs have bc(‘n more tolerant

lowards Ihern because of llif ir ability as smiths

and boat-builders, in neither of which occupations

the Arab has any skill.

Their religion is a curious mixture of old Baby-

lonian Paganism, of the Jewish Cult, of Christianity

and Mohammedanism. From the Jewish religion

they have borrowed sacrifices and purifications
;

from the Christian religion they have borrowed

the observance ol the first day of the week,

Baptism, the Lord s vSupper and the reverence

tor John the Baptist and from the Mohammedan

religion they have borrowed polygamy.

Their great book, called the Sidra Rabba, con-

tains their doctrines in rather fragmentary form,

and gives evidence of a variety of authors, and

a great number of contradictions. Even a glimpse

of this book is very difficult to obtain, although

many efforts have been made to secure a copy.

Some years ago some travellers succeeded in
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stealing a copy, but representations were made

to the Consul and the book was returned to the

owners. I understand that a copy exists in the

British Museum, together with a poor Latin

translation which has never been completed.

In 1904, through the friendship of their Chief

Priest, I was allowed to purchase a copy for the

sum of twelve pounds (Turkish), but on the condi-

tion that T should never sell the same. Even

then, the next day lliere was a great demonstration

by all the Sabeans and earnest endeavours were

made by them to compel me to return the book.

The copy in question ^ now lx?ing translated

in America A curious feature of this book is that

half of each page is reversed to allow oT the book’s

being placed over a narrow channel of^unning

water and read by a Priest sitting on either side

Another of their books is the “ Book of Souls,"

two-thirds of which consist of prayers for the

living and one third of prayers for the dead. This

book also contains a history of the death of Adam,

who to them is one of the greatest Prophets.

A third book contains Liturgy for the Priests,

and others contain marriage ceremonial, the life

of John the Baptist, a treatise on astrology and

vaxidus formulas for incantation and sorcery.
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Their belief is that the world originated from

what is called a “ First Fruit," something like

the Orphean theory of the world egg, and that the

Great Lord thought forth life from this great egg,

from which life again emanated another life

who was Jesus Christ, but that the latter en-

deavoured to usurp the power of the former,

and was therefore placed among the Planets as

Mercury. They believe that the Heavens con-

sist of the purest water, so liard that not a diamond

can cut it, in which flow all the heavenly bodies

as well as this earth. They also believe that the

earth is surrounded on three sides by seas, but

on the fourth there is a turquoise mountain,

the reflection from which gives the blue colour

to the sky. They further believe that the Queen

of Darkness married Fire, and brought forth

24 sons, of whom 7 were the Planets including

the Sun, 12 were the signs of the Zodiac and the

remaining 5 are not known. These Planets are

sources of evil to mankind. The Pole Star is

situated at the very dome of Ifeaven and therefore

they pray toward it, and for this reason they

are called the “ Star worshippers.”

They practice Baptism, which by the {hob^

among them is received every Sunday ; they also
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imitation of the Christian Communion.

They have places of Worship which, however,

are only large enough to contain two or three

Priests, and through these places of Worsliip

run tiny streams of water over which prayers

are said. X}i®re is no furniture in their Churches,

save a shelf on which books and other articles

are kept. Their priesthood is open to both men

and women. The first grade is that of the novi-

tiate, after which is the grade of Priest, thereafter

a Bishop, and the liighest official of the Church

is the Chief Priest. The present Cliief Priest is

named Shaikh Mahi and resides at Suq-al-

Shuyukh. No priest may have the slightest

blemish in his body and the consequence is that the

Chief Priest is one of the most striking figures

I have ever seen an3?wherc. A woman may

attun to the rank of priesthood, but only on the

condition that she marry a priest. It is against

their religion for them to wear dark clothes, and

for their women to wear anything blue.

One wonders how this curious growth will fare

in the new soil of British administration. They

^are unquestionably pro-British, for the reason

that they have always been anti-lurkisb.
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They never cut their hair, and both men and

women may be called decidedly handsome, in

tact so handsome that a Sabcan can be at once

recognised.

They were taken into the Army by the Turks,

but were again excused because of the utter

impossibility of meeting their rcli^us demand

to be always near rmming water.
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PREFACE.

These articles wcie wiitten at the rcc^iKst ot

the War Office during June and Jul>, ^917. It

lias been suggested that they might b(‘ oi some*

interest to members of the h'orce serving in

Mesopotamia who may not liave had opportunity

to make acquaintance with tlie Dominions ot tlie

Sultan beyond the bcittle-fields of Gallipoli and

the 'Iraq.

G. L. B.

Office of the Civil Commissioner,

October 1917.





Asiatic Turkey.

A Survey*

In one of the seven Odes which are reckoned to be

the masterpieces of ancient Arabian poetry, there

is a description of the passage of a tempest across

the face of the desert. The poet portrays, in

verses famous for their rugged splendour, the

gathering of the crowned clouds, the flash of the

lightning, like the flicker of hands in the darkness,

the rush of the mountain torrents driving the

gazelles from their haunts, and the crash of palm

trees and of dwellings in the oases. The hills,

he says, were clad in the fury of the storm like a

man wrapped in a great cloak. But when the

devastation was over the drenched plains sprang

to life with a patin of flowers as though some

merchant of the Yaman had spread out his many

coloured wares '' and the larks sang as if they

had been intoxicated with aromatic wine
;
yet

in the waterways lay the bodies of dead beasts

“ like bulbs uprooted from the earth.*'

To us, seated in Baghdad, the retreating menace

of German domination over Asia appears in just

such an aspect. For son^e of us the Mesopotamian
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campaign is but the last chapter in a history witli

which we have had a long familiarity. We
watched the clouds crown the heavens, but

alarming as the threat appeared, few foresaw

the ferocity of the climax which was to devastate

the West as well as the past
;

‘ irom Dharib to

nthaib we saw it bieak ” says Tmrul Qais, as we

might say "from Reims to Ki/enirn." Looking

back over the revealed course of Clerman am-

bition, her Asiatic dream appc^ars as the index

to that policy of merciless self-development which

led to universal conflict, and it is scarcely too

much to say that when the Emperor William

placed his historic (and much derided) wreath

upon the tomb of vSaladin at Damascus, the train

was laid uhich fired tJie artillery of the Somme.

If the main battle had necessarily to be fought

in Europe the reward was to be found chiefly in

Asiatic Turkey, and there is a dramatic finality

in the fact that the first salient victory of the

war, the capture of the southern capital of Asiatic

Turkey, should have been won in the very regions

where Germany counted on remuneration for her

gigantic efforts.

What then was the prize which was worth the

life blood of so many tlunisands of Pon^eranian
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grenadiers, and how was it to be won ? What is

the actual condition of these lands where Germany

intended to establish her eastern empire, and what

is their promise ? There are few Englishmen who

could support with any credit interrogation on

the Asiatic Provinces of Turkey. To the tourist

the absence of railways, combined with the extreme

rnrity of reasonably good road . and a correspond-

ing lack of decent accommodation, were sufficient

discouragements. A jaunt through the Holy

Land, a glimpse of Sm3^na and Ephesus and a

few days at Constantinople were the high watc'r

marks of polite travel. 11 Damascus was 1 cached

the Orontes valley was bevond the pale and

Aleppo a name. The interior of Asia Minor

found no place in the suave pages of tluse Odysseys,

and the Mesopotamian plains wcTe innocent of

dragoman-conducted tours. To the investor

Turkish credit seemed too uncertain to repay

detailed enquiry ; he could and did find better

security for his capital elsewhere. It is true that,

since the days of the Levant Company, Gieat

Britain had l)een in commercial relations with

Turkey, and old established houses in the coast

towns of the Mediterranean continued the tradi-

tion, while British firnis in Basrah and Baghdad
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still disposed of a greater volume of trade than

could be claimed by any other nation. But from

Smyrna and Baghdad alike business with the

interior was carried on through native agents

whose activities were circumscribed, like those

of the tourist, by the absence of means of com-

munication, to say nothing of the general un-

certainty with respect to life and property which

prevailed in the Ottoman Dominions. Compre-

hensive railway projects had been discussed and'

abandoned ,* the British Government offered them

no encouragement and showed a marked prefer-

ence for abstaining from pledges which might

lead, as pledges will, to entanglements. Thus

the psychological moment had been allowed to

pass, and not necessarily through a culpable

indifference. British enterprise was embarked

in other and safer channels ; Turkey was written

off, with a vague regret that we had been so

needlessly bellicose on her behalf as we had shown

ourselves in the Crimean war, and a pious hope

that we might under all circumstances be able to

maintain our commercial position in Mesopotamia

and a political ascendency in the Gulf which was

regarded as vital to the safety of India.
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It wa& in Germany that politicians woke the

public mind to a realisation of the potential wealth

which lay behind the fayade of decay presented

by the Ottoman Empire and moved their fellow

country-men to an imaginative appreciation of

the advantages offered by eastern expansion.

But in German political philosophy a place in the

sun implies the exclusion of all others from enjoy-

ing the rays of that luminary, and the idea of a

Turkey which was to be the field for German

commerce speedily developed into the prospect

of a subservient Turkey, trained in arms under

German masters to be a weapon in the coming

struggle. A web of intrigue, disclosed to us

since the outbreak of war, was drawn across

Persia and into India for the oveithrow of the

one European rival in Asia who was regarded

with real apprehension, but harmful to ourselves

as this propaganda may have been, it was to

Turkey that her German guides were to show

the way to ruin. The fatal ideal of militarism

strangled at birth the constitutional movement

of 1908. The money which should have been

spent in opening up and irrigating the country

found its way into the pockets of Krupp and in

unproductive expenditure on the Army ; and yet
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more disastrous in an empire composed of many

nationalities was the German policy of strength-

ening and supporting the Turk in his deter-

mination to trample under fool all other racial

elements. Among Germans employed in Turkey,

from military instructors to archaeologists, it was

an accepted principle that the Turk alone was

worth backing, flow far that principle could be

carried has been illustrated during the war ; tlie

massacre of the AruK'nians and the i)crsecution

of the Arabs were ixjrpetrated in vindication of

Ottoman sovereignty.

The Asiatic Empire of Turkey extends from

the Black Sc-a on the north to the Persian Gulf

on the south. It includes the whole of the

mountain bridge between Europe and Asia which

wc know as Asia Minor, a country of lofty ranges

and upland plateaux stretching west from the

Persian frontier and dropping through fertile

valleys to the coasts of the Black Sea and Mediter-

ranean ; while enclosed between the Syrian and

Kurdish prolongations of the Anatolian mountain

systems, lie the vast pasture lands which are the

southern basin of the two great Mesopotamian

rivers. About the latitude of Baghdad, at a

distance of some 350 miles from the Persian Gulf,
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thi Euphrates and Tigris approach within zo

miles of one another, only to draw apart again

and encircle an an'u of prodigious fertility, the

province of Tra([. Nominally the Sultan’s writ

ran through Aiabia, for practical purposes it

went no further than the railw’a\ could carry it,

namely, to the Hijaz ;
and with the exception

of this province and its two ^acred cities, no other

part of Arabia was of vital interest to Turkish

rulers, though they jxnired out blood and money

in the effort to maintain a precarious liold over

the Yaman.

Roughly speaking, therefore, Asiatic Tiirkcjy

fell into two parts, tlic mountains to the north

and the plains to the sonlli, the iiioniitains being

inhabited by Turks, Kurds and Armenians

together with large colonies of (irecks— the latter

mainly near the coast—^while tlui plains are the

dominion of the Arabs and can rightly be regarded

as an extension of the Arabian peninsula. The

wtstem mountain border of the plains, that is

to say The whole of Syria, has been from time

immemorial the inheritance of immigrants from

Arabia proper, while the eastern mountain frontier

is in its nortlicrn and central parts Kurdish, while

in its southern reaches it passes into Persia and
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is inhabited by tribes of Persian origin. With

the exception of the Syrian ranges it is exactly

in accordance with facts to assume that the hills

mark the boundary of the Arabic speaking race.

North-east of Baghdad, as soon as the ground

begins to rise towards the low ridge of the Jabal

Hamrin, the scene of recent fighting, the Arab

population thins out and disappears, to be replaced

by Kurdish tribes ; and in the same manner at

the northern limit of Mesopotamia where the

immense plain lifts itself in long undulations

towards the mountains of Anatolia, there again

the Kurds people the villages and stream out in

spring to mix with the Arab tribes in the desert

pasturages. So constant is the avoidance by the

Arabs of the high ground, that in the Jabal Sinjar,

the ragged crest which cuts across the tribal areas

of northern Mesopotamia about the latitude of

Mosul, the inhabitants are almost wholly Yezidis,

Devil Worshippers, of Kurdish not of Arab race,

while in the plains to the north Arab tribes,

Shammar, Tai and the rest, resume their sway.

No more wonderful natural feature exists than

that which greets the eye of the traveller as he

approaches the mountian wall of Kurdistan from

the south. Behind him lies a universe of level lands.
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But for the Jabal Sinjar, not a salient point

has broken the long expanse from the head of the

Persian Gulf. An almost imperceptible upword

slope does nothing to prepare him for the high re-

treats which lie behind the heat haze, and suddenly

he lifts his eyes and sees Mardin perched half way
up the heavens. Refuge and sanctuary—alas, how
often violated—^for vanquished race and struggling

creed, the northern hills have been for many thou-

sand years. Sheltered in their folds are fragments

of ancient peoples still practising strange cults

the origin of which they do not know. Here

Christianity found an early foothold ; the monks

of Basil carved out their cave c^dls in prec ipitous

rocks, and until the last massacres wiped out not

only the Armenians but all other Christian sects, as

there can be little doubt has frequently occurred,

large communities of the Syrian Church worshipped

in very ancient shrines which are scattered through

the inaccessible uplands of the Tur *Abdin, west

to Mardin, and north to Sairt; while the indomit-

aMe Nestorians, Protestant in faith before any

protest had arisen in Europe, held their own lo the

south of Lake Van.

Beyond Diyarbakir (the racial line is a wavering

one, for the inhabitants of Urfah to the S. W. are
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mainly Turkish) Anatolia is the land of the Turk,

not indeed exclusively, for, as has been said, Arme-

nians and Greeks are numerous and the Kurdish

tribes are still, as they were in Xenophon’s day,

predominant in the mountains on either side of the

Turco-Pe'rsian Frontiers. Nevertheless the high

Anatolian plateau '

is the home of the Turanian

peasantry, half-nomadic Turkomans, Afshars and

Yuruks, their ciiltivaled fields clustered round the

villages on the plateau and their summer pasturag-

es high up in the hills where, until August, a snow

wreath may be found in sheltered places. In the

central area of the lakes and in the valleys which

feed Maeander, Hermus, Sangarius and Halys, the

wood-built hamlets hidden in thickets of fruit trees,

with the poplar standing sentinel above them, are

part Greek and part Turkish, and Ix^fore the war

the Greeks were everywhere pr^ent, pursuing

impartially the career of trader or of brigand, as

you passed through legend-haunted mountains

t^ sea.

Writing now in Baghdad the vision of fair coasts

and spacious uplands rises fresh in the memory;

spring mornings when the white petals of fruit

blossom were strewn over the shining wa}^ of

travel, blazing summer noondays and a Turkoman
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cottage offering rest ajul roln'shnieiit in the lioat

of the plains. But beliiud the irresponsible enjoy-

ment of exquisite scene and courteous welcome
lies the impression of a derelict land. Though
nature has been prodigal of gifts, 500 years of

Turkish rule have brought forth no good work of

man, but over Anatolia has hung the shadow of

religious strife, deepened since the war began by
the vengeance which Turko-GcTinan rulers have

dealt out to a helpless people.

Let me return to the kindly inaffectual Turk as

1 linew him and as I saw him last a prisoner. It was

in Basrah, immediately alter the first great victo-

ries of our armies at Kut. A number of wounded

of Turkish soldiers, captured at Sunnai at were

lying in one of our hospitals on I he Shatt-al-Arab,

and there I visited them, summoning broken

phrases of Turkish to ask lliem how long they had

been in arms and whence ^liey came. All were

Anatolian Turks, one from Caesarea, another

from Smyrna, a third from Konia, a fourth from

Eskisheher on the edge of the Phrygian hills

—

"'Giuzel Memlaket'" they sighed “a fair province,"'

and smiled again when I joined in praise.

Janum, neh yapalum?” ‘"what's the odds, soul of

mine?" and they wagged their bandaged heads and
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reached out for another cigarette. War was over

for them—neh yapalum ?

Here were the very men who have neither known

how to guide their own destinies nor the fate of

those subject to them in the paths of peace. Under

their rule Mesopotamia, which played until the

close of the Abbasid period so great a part in the

history of the world, has sunk into oblivion, and

Asia. Minor has fallen into ruin. The words of their

own scriptures shall be applied to them—^and who

shall say applied injustly ?— Thus have we dis-

possessed them thereof and given their possessions

for an inheritance with another people/*



Arab Provinces—Bi^hdadr

Five years ago if I had been writing a descrip-

tion of the Arab provinces of Turkey I should un-

doubtedly have begun with Syria ; since the British

occupation of the Iraq it is equally obvious to

begin with Baghdad, not for the purpose of

celebrating our victory, but because Syria is still

a captive while Baghdad has been set free. No one

can mistake the atmosphere that reigns here. Ex-

pectation, hope, mingled with a certain dissatis-

faction, no doubt, with peremptory military met-

thods and complaints that civil government cannot

at once be set on foot, but all borne on the breath

6i a heartfelt sigh of relief. Whatever may be

our mistakes and shortcomings, it will be some

time before the recollection of two and a half years

of grinding Turkish oppression fades from the mind

of men whose life and property were daily threaten-

ed. The policy pursued towards the Arabs by the

G)mmittee of Union and Progress during the war

can have been dictated only by despair of reconcil-

ing the leaders of Arab thought, combined with a

blind ccmfidence in the power of the Turk to crush

the subject race. In the last particular the Com-

mittee was not far from the truth ; the Arabs were

indeed impotent, being unarmed and unorganized.
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and they are still paying the price of submission.

Scarcely one of the great families of Baghdad who

have made us welcome but has half a dozen of its

members with the Turks—a son in the ranks of the

Ottoman army on the Persian frontier, another

at Mosul, a brother in Constantinople, and so forth.

That few went willingly is undeniable. Rich

men spent great sums in bribes to save their near-

est relations from military service, but after being

mulcted l)y Khalil and his ^crew, another turn

was given to the screw and the young men were

forced to go. Some of the most distinguished

among the notables of the city were banished

to Anatolia or to Constantinople, some, more

fortunate, sought refuge with the tribes or remain-

ed hidden among the peasants on their estates,

to return radiant whvn the Ottoman army had

been driven out. What with the dispersal of

families and the complete ignorance which must

prevail as to the fate of those who are with the

enemy, the cloud of war stilb rests upon Baghdad,

hanging most heavily over the noblest heads. For

the sons of famous houses tliink it shame to desert,

even from a detested service, and the one hope left

is that they may fall honourably as prisoners into

British hands.
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Ivet those who are not acquainted with the con-

ditions throw the first stone. We on the Lpot have

heard too much of what passed to attribute blame.

Daily we see men who have not yet recovered

from the effects of a prolonged anxiety. Men

of intellectual distinction who had no love for

Turkish institutions, and hoped for relief from the

British advance, were yet induced by their fears to

speak and write against the infidel aggressor. With

one who had not lent his pen to Turkish uses, I was

discussing shortly after my arrival in Baghdad the

sudden changes of front which I had witnessed.

My interlocutor was a man of exceptional independ-

ence of character, with a trenchant tongue which

had placed him before our arrival in considerable

jeopardy. As he rose to go I said :
“ There are

not many things of which you stand in fear.*' He*

answered gravely : God forbid ! T am afraid

of tyranny.''

The torture to which the Arab race has been

submitted—I fear it cannot end wholly save with

the withdrawal of Turkey from the war—^was

brought home to me while I was still at Basrah.

The occasion was a visit to the wounded prisoners

in our hospitals. Among the Turkish officers.there

was a young Arab who was dying of a terrible gun
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shot wound in the lungs. The others, lightly

wounded, laughed and joked round him, and when I

asked if there were any who spoke Arabic, pointed

at him carelessly and answered: “ There's an Arab

if you want one." The boy opened his eyes when

he heard the sound of his own tongue and m a

whisper he told me his parentage—^he came of a

respectable Baghdad family. Then pulling himself

together he muttered with difficult breath, "Give

me’ news of the Sharif." I told him that all was

well with the Arab cause in the Hijaz. " Are you

in agreement with him ?" he asked, and I answer-

ed, "There is an alliance between us," He prais-

ed God and his words sounded like a Nunc Dimitlis,

1 said :
" How did they treat you Arabs in

their midst ? " His eyes grew bright with anger :

" Like dogs," he replied, " Wallah like dirt."

While such sentiments as these are so clearly

apparent and so widely spread it seems an inex-

plicable contradiction that Arab tribes should

still be fighting on the side of the Turks. Again

it is only by an impartial survey of actual condi-

tions that the Arab point of view can be under-

stood. Teethe Arab tribes the war is a visitation

from Providence with which they have no direct

concern. They have been caught in the clash
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of mighty forces^ the relative power of which they

caimot gai^e, and like some small beast which

finds itself unexpectedly on the face of a gigantic

an'vdl, they hurry blindly this way and that to

escape the blows of the hammer. To preserve

a whole skin is their chief concern. True, the

Turks were bad masters, but who shall say that

the English will in the end be better ? Their

experience of contending armies is that there is

little to choose between them. Both tramjdc

com fields and are as likely as not to bum tents

and requisition flocks. At least the Turks are

Mohammedans and have not failed to make a

very potent appeal to their religious prejudices.

Also for the time being they are pouring out gold

among the tribes, and together with the gold

they impart blood curdling warnings concerning

the dire results which will ensue if the Infidel

takes possession of the land. They have been

masters here for generations—shall their word

have no weight ? It is all, as you mi^t say,

a toss up, but the toss is nuide with a piece of

Turkish gold, judiciously weighted. We have,

however, a record of two years administration

in the Basrah vilayet and it is satisfactory to
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note that the tribes who have come in to us have

proved loyaL

In Baghdad we are living through an emotional

hour. The peasants in the fields stop to throw

you a greeting as you pass, fruit carriers trotting

into market with their wares answer your good-

day with an invitation to dip your hand into

their baskets and eat at will, children give you a

smiling salute. The higher ranks of society are as

out-going in their own fashion and they have

more than fruit and smiles to offer. Baghdad

is the centre of a considerable intellectual activity.

Men live here whose names are renowned as

writers and as poets throughout the Arab world.

They do not easily consort with strangers, but

like mediaeval scholars dwell apart and spin

their interminable Oriental lore through volume

after volume. At this moment you may come

and go in their houses and they will frequent

yours ; friendships are contracted which will not

be forgotten by either side and a basis of con-

fidence can be established. And if to the Occiden-

tal these authors of many tomes may seem to be

linked to fame with ropes of sand, that it is not

the estimate of their country men. They have

influence ; their approval is an unquestioned
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pcLSsport in Islam! it will open doors in distant

places where mild Learning sits in wrapt self-

contemplation, give you the freedom of what

the East appreciates as good company, condone

your errors and whitewash your crudities.

One sure key to the heart of these recluses is

the interest which the European arcliacologist

takes in their ancient buildings. I will not say

that the satisfaction aroused is wholly historic

and artistic. There is a subsidiary hope that

the better administration of pious endowments

will serve not only to keep tlic buildings from

decay, but will also rehabilitate^ iinancially the

professors who sit with their pupils in the delapi-

dated upper chambers ;
but there also grati-

fication that such monuments of I4t]i ('ontury

Arab architecture as are left in Baghdad sliall

not be allowed to disappear. The Turks on

purpose suffered* our mosques to decay/* said

the reverend guardian of the Marjaniyah, that

treasury of exquisite cut brick inscriptions,

“ But with the aid of the high Government of

the Great Britain—/* The mosque itself is

untouched save that half the bricks of an inscrip

lion that crowned the arch of the liwan in the

courtyard have been carried to Berlin during the
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war. We should insist on their restoration that

there may remain one perfect example of uieditc-

val Arab art in the Eastern caiutal.

Broken, sunken, with ragged streets where the

Turks cut thoroughfares through the town, but

unspoilt by the vulgarities of Europe and the

grimaces of the Levant, Baghdad lies in our hands

as a trust and an opportunity, to grow, if we

will, into a splendid example of modern Arab

civilization. A school of architects, skilled alike

in structural methods and in decoration, has never

ceased to exist here ; except for the British Resi-

dency—an egregious structure-—all modern build-

ings bear a distinctive local stamp. And greatest

of all assets, Baghdad, unlike Cairo, stands on the

river, which running through its midst gives

space and dignity to the plan of the city.

It is the metropolis of a district rich in racial and

political interest. To the east, a two days* stage

—

a few houm' journey in a motor car—brings you

into Kurdish tribes which offer an agreeable tang

of diJfference from their Arab neighbours. There

are no prohibitive social barriers between the two

peoples, but they complement rather than resem-

ble one another. The shrines at KarbiUa, Najaf,

Kadhimain, and Samarra, sacred centres of Shi ah
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(IcvotiorJ, attract great niiniljcrs of Persian and

Indian residents and pilgrims, while the CXidirivah,

in Baghdad itself, is visited by Sunnis from

all paits, more especiallv liom tlu' Indian frontun*.

There is movement in the <dmosphei(', and tJiose

wdio value tlic Oriental mentalily will not legrel

that Baghdad should have held so firmly to its

Asiatic relationships.

The astounding fertility of the province has

to a certain extent defied evenOttoman mismanage-

ment, but on the Tigris and Diyalah cultivation

extends little beyond the river banks and the

prodigious wealth of the Euphrates aw’aits in like

manner a scientific system of irrigation . The rivers

left to their own devices, silt up existing canals,

carve out new outlets, and when these are not

sufficient lay large areas under flood. The irrespon-

sible methods of the Arabs themselves are at the

bottom of much of the mischief. No sooner does

the water scour a fresh course than the cultivator

with his spade sets to work to destroy it, and in his

eagerness to distribute the bcneficient flow uses the

best of his efforts to help the channel to disappear.

On the Euphrates the alterations in the two

branches, the Hillah and the Hindiyah channels,

have throuTi the cultivated areas into confusion
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Ihiring tlio yoar-^ wliich precetlod tlie building ol Iho

Jlindiyah dam bv Messrs. Jackson, the old Eu-

phrates, wliich runs past Hillah, had almost dried

up. Hillah itself depended on well-water during

the summer, and on the lower course of the river

the palm gardens had withered and the mud

villages were deserted. The half-settled tribesmen

moved across to the Ilindiyah, with an accompany-

ing social dislocation which it is difficult to picture.

With the building of the dam on the Hindiyah, part

of the water flowed back into the Hillah channel

and the tribesmen began to return to their former

seat ; but at the outbreak of war Turkish adminis-

tration, miserably inefficient at best, vanished

entirely, the breaking of dykes has dissipated the

water and the wealth-giving flood wdiichshould be

irrigating the lower rice fields lies in a vast lake over

the desert to the west of Baghdad. A fresh scat-

tering of tribal husbandmen has been the result.

Every Shaikh who comes in to pay his respects

to the new rulers, and incidentally to receive from

them the gilts which rewards his first visit, has

the same request to proffer— water, the gift of gifts,

which shall enable him to raise abundant cropl^,

to bring back his vagrant tribesmen and to provide

them with an assured livelihood, with the help
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an{l support of the Gront Govcrumout and of Grc]

Alniiglily. And in truth their aspirations aie

i;ntind\^ in aecordaiiee witJi ilio wishes of the Great

(rovcmnient, except that the latter is not so ex-

clusively concerned with the interests of Ibn So

*ind So as he is himself, but couple with him his

compeers along the rivers. For what other end can

of more importance to anj^ Government than the

settlement of the land, the provision of peaceful

and profitable work which shall check the wander-

ing tendencies of the tribes and leave them no

leisure to pick quarrels with their neighbours

—

and little motive, since intertribal differences arose

chiefly out of disputes over land and water—^while

at the same time they will be turned into active

agents for the correction of one of the gravest

dangers which arises from universal war, namely a

universal shortage of food.

The Arab is essentially a money-maker. With

the utmost frankness hv will tell you that greed

is the most powerful motive of his actions. But

he is also a money-spender. He likes to live well

and to go richly clad ; he clamours for the benefits

and comforts of civilization, not only material

but intellectual, and will demand educational

facilities with almost the same breath with which
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lie expresses liis desire for silk robes and tinned

])ine«apples. His /T[re(‘d makes him an\ious to

exploit the natural advantages of his ('ountr\

Oil pumps and modern agricultural instruments,

provided that they are s]Ht<*d to his requirements,

will all find a leady market, and (he enterprising

trading houses of l^aghdad, mainly Jews am!

Christians, who even before the war had established

branches in Europe, will turn their energies to

supplying the wants of the country districts as

soon as transport for importing goods is available.

What we desire in Baghdad is the earliest oppor-

tunity for setting the ball of commerce rolling.

With a population which will instantly raise its

standard of living and a soil the undeveloped

resources of w^hich are ample to provide for

enhanced requirements, our economic future need

cause no anxiety.

Let the Great Government bear in mind that,

except for Turkish neglect, a constant feature

even in time ot peace, Mesopotamia has suffered

little if any material damage from the war. No-

w^here will the traces of battle be more speedily

effaced ;
there were no permanent structures to

destroy and there are therefore none to replace.

When I came up the Tigris not a month liad
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elapsed since heroic conto'^ts liad surged round

Kut, but already the signs of strife were almost

obliterated. Qiiick-growing weeds had covered

the trenches ; along the river banks where the

Turkish army had lied in wild disorder witii

our forces at their heels, tlie Arabs had pitclied

their black tents in the accustomc'd camping

grounds, sheep cropped the grass and buffaloes

])askecl in the shallow water. Kut itself, tragic

little monument of defeat and \'ictory, —it stood

shadowy among its ri\^('n palms as we passed it

before daybreak -will in a lew weeks* time bti

rebuilt, repeopled and summoned to new and richer

life. So with the whole land of Mesopotamia

—

may the omen of Kut be blessed. Nowhere in

the war-shattered universe can we begin more

speedily to make good the immense losses sus-

tained by humanity.



Arab Provinces—The Two Rivers.

Abo\ l the latitude of Baghdad, Mesopotamia

undergoes a radical change. 'Phe limits of the

alluvial delta are reached some 6o miles to the

north and the rivers, instead of pursuing a tortuous

('ourse through a wide expanse of deep rich soil,

flow by comparatively narrow but on the whoh*

less winding valleys, which are cut through a

hard steppe ol conglomerate or limestom*. There

are belts of alluvial deposit in the valleys, but

on the steppe the layer of soil which covers the

essential rock is thin. At no time has there been

continuous cultivation between tlu* rivers or in

the Syrian Desert to the west of the Euphrates,

although between Hit and Palmyra there are

traces of permanent settlements dating back to

a period not later than the beginning of our era,

rude fortified cities, stone built, which drew their

water from innumerable wells, now^ mostly blocked

with earth and rubbish. A certain amount oi

cultivation may have existed round such places,

as well as in the Wadi Hauran, which drains the

Southern Syrian Desert, but the insufficiency

alike of rainfall and of ground water must havi'

precluded extensive agriculture.
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Tho Tigris basin is singnlnrlv nrid for 150 miles

und moie north of Samaiiu, but tho lA-.sor Zab

flows through a tortile district, hrom its moutli

uortJm^ards the Tigiis valley widens out and in

good years the ancient city mounds oi Asliui

and Calah rise out of ('xtensive cornfields. The

( ultivators here are semi-nomadic riverain tribes,

like the Jiibiir and such small fr}'—small not in

number but in political and social import anct'.

Above Nineveh, the modern Mosul, the wealth

of Assyria begins ; the floweiing grass brushes

your stirrup as you ride through the Kurdish

loot hills, and the mountain streams cleave

their way through nanow gorges w^here the poplar,

the walnut and the plane dispute eveiy foot ol

ground with fruit trees, vdnes and grain crops.

The Euphrates is more fertile than the Tigris.

The palm grows freely as lar nortli as 'Anah,

both on the banks and in midstream, on islands

which bear trace of having been very ancient

settlements. Rich patches of cornland lie along

tlie valley \\^hich would be more widely cultivated

but for the depredations ot the nomads. Below

Dair-al-Zor there is another belt of bountiful

fertility and the basins of the two eastern affluents,

the Khabur and the Bilikh, are capable of great
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dovelopmont. Wlifrt' llie Knplirntos issuc*^ from

Anti T«iinn‘^, so near to the Metliturani\ni tliat

jt w« 11 h.i\e (Ikhui that s( a into whuh
to empty itself, the plains on ( itlun skU w(Te

once vast granaries \^lli(h mach th(‘ fortune of

lamous cities, the Jlittite capital of KaHliemish,

llierapolis, the shrini' of tin Sviian fioddess,

('afrhae, niaiked by (in nun h<‘lds of llarran,

and Odessa the modem Ihfah. How lively

were the anticijiations of gain wh(‘n these northern

districts should be rendered accessible by the

Baghdad railway was proved by the fact that

four years ago. when railhead was drawing neai

the Euuhrates at Karchomish enterprizang A^ab

capitalists of Damascus and Basrah had bought

up mneli of the land on the upper tributaries

of the Jaghjaghah, east of Nisibin, and were

congratulating themselves on the profits which

would accrue to them when they could carry their

corn by rail down to the sea at Alexandretta.

The rainfall here is sufficient in good years for

the raising of crops without artificial irrigation,

and this is true also of the fertile district east ol

the Tigris, of which Arbela may be said to be tlu'

centre and iho Lower Zab the southern boundary.
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Between the rivers, from Baghdad northwards

to the Khabur and the Jabal Sinjar, the open

steppe is inhabited by nomad Arabs who neither

sow nor harvest, and they occupy the whohi

desert between the Euphrates and Syria. ' The

history of these confederations, as far as it can be

l)ieced together, is governed by a factor which

from the earliest days has dominated Arabia, the

unbroken drift northwards of tlie peoples of the

peninsula. The underlying causes of the move-

ment were probably complex. A gradual change

in climatic conditions involving slow dessication,

the pressure of an increasing population on a soil

growing ever poorer, and the opportunities of

northern expansion offered by the weakness ot

political exhaustion of neighbouring northern

States being the most weighty. The earliest

migrations Semiticised Babylonia and colonized

Assyria ; another pulsation established Arab

autliority in and round Dam'iscns, and the Moham-

medan invasion was but oin* of many similar

phenomena. It is not until close upon the Moham-

medan era thai we b(*gin to take cognizance of

tribal groups whic li are still in existence. These

early comers must be sought, however, not among

the true Beduin of to-day in the central Meso-
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potainiaii plains and the Syrian Desert, regions

which* they were forced to relinquish to stronger

hordes from the south. The old tribes exist on

the edges of the area of immigration, where they

are ia be found half-settled and forced to till the
V

soil for want of the wide spaces necessary for

nomadic life. Thus the Qais and the Hawaii

are dwellers in villages on the furthest confines

of Mesopotamia. The Tai, whose fame was so

great in the early middle ages that their name

represented in further Asia the whole nomad

Arabian nation, share the extreme north-eastern

pasturages with Kurdish tribes. Not infrequently

the groups have been split up and separated by

intruding confederations. The Zubaid, one of

the most powerful tribes of norlhera 'Iraq, are

also noted highwaymen in the desert south-east

of Damascus.

The tribesmen have preserved some memory

of their origin and history, the general outline

of which is usually correct, so far as it can be

submitted to proof. There is, for instance, a

very old community called the Baiii Tamim,

well known in pre-Mohamrnedan traditions, con-

cerning whom it is certain that in the 5th century

they occupied the whole of Central Arabia. The
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majority of the oasis dwellers of Najd arc to-day

Bani Tamiin, but an important migration to

Mesopotamia occurred about tlic Mohammedan

era and sections of the tribe are scattered through

the 'Iraq and in the plains below the Persian hilK.

One of the ’Iraq Shaikhs came in to pay his

respects shortly after the occupation of Baghdad

and in the ('ourse of conversation I asked him

whether he held any intercourse with his distant

relations in Najd. He answered : Not long

since there came a man of the Bani Tamim from

Najd seeking for his kin. He went to the Bam
Tamim in the Hawizah, and to those on the

'Adhaim, and to the Shaikhs on the Tigris, but

he could not satisfy himself that they were those

whom he sought. And at last he came to us

in the Aqar Quf " (it is a district to the west of

Baghdad) and we entertained him. And he

asked us, * What is your wasm, your camel

brand ? ' We answered, * Our w^asm is a bar and

a circle.' Then he rejoiced and said, ‘ That is

my wasm also and you arc my kindred’. But

we had not met for gi'iierations. And Jic wonder-

ed to lind us Shiahs, they being all Wahhabis

in Najd. Dun>a ! Such is the world " observed

the Shaikli, tacitly accepting the axiom that faith

is determined by environment.
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The ’Beduin who now roam the northern wild-

ernchbcs did not begin to make their api^iarance

'iintil the middle of the 17th century when a large

section of the Shammar from northcni Central

Arabia pressed up into the Syrian Desert, driving

the older tribal population before them. The

'Anazah followed close upon the heels of the

Shammar, forced the latter across Euphrates into

Northern Mesopotamia, and occupying the whole

of the Syrian Desert as far north as Aleppo.

They have themselves crossed the northern

reaches of the Euphrates and have appropriated

the pasturages between the Khabur and the

Bilikh. These two confederations dictate the

tribal politics of the two rivers. A secular hos-

tility to one another is the guiding principle of

their actions, raid and counter-raid across the

Euphrates or the Khabur the sum of their relations

with each other. The Turk has never succeeded

in holding them. An occasional coup de mam,

resembling one of their own forays rather than

the exercise of paramoimt sovereignty, has checked

from time to time some particularly turbulent

cJiief. A large resort has been made by CXtomaii

officials to treacherous overtures and false pro-

mises, but the tribes have contrived to wriggle



out of pormnnoiit obodienco and, snfo whliin tboir

own deserts, have ino(‘ke(l at Turkish rule. Like

all nomads they an^ dependent on the settled

lands for foodstuffs and on the. to\\ns for clothes

and utensils, not to speak ol such essential luxuries

as coffee and tobacco. A finu and judicious

administration should therefore J)<ive little diffi-

culty in controlling them. T^eft to himself the

idle hungry Bedawi, picturesque figure as he

undoubtedly is and romantic social asset, is the

ban of civilisation. He is the marauder whose

lawless depredations must be bought oft since

there has been no power capable of restraining

them. His private interests run counter to those

of the community. He does not wish to see the

plough conquer fresh acres where the wild herbs

were enough for his sheep and camels, nor the

highroads where he waylaid merchant and mule-

teer, held up the post and put the traveller to

ransome, turned into secure ahd well guarded

ways of communication and commerce. Peace

does not suit him
;
he has not the smallest inclin-

ation to set a term to blood feuds which combine

pleasurable excitement with the fulfilment of

family duties. But these predeliclions, though

they are strongly rooted, are not invincible. The
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rultivating tribes a]on{^ tlio rivers, wlio were

nomadic a couple of Inindred years ago, are now

villagers under a tribal organization, and souk?

of the great Shaikhs of the Beduin liave recognized

the solid advantage of real property, and though

they still boast that they arc unfettered children

of the wilderness, are in fact anchored by the

possession of estates and gardens in the settled

areas. Thus Fahad Beg ibn Hadhdhal, paramount

Shaikh of the eastern ’Anazah, a man whose pru-

dence and wisdom combined with his high descent

have earned him the respect of the whole desert

from the Euphrates to Damascus—^he has been

our honoured guest in Baghdad—owns property

on the Husainiyah canal west of Karbala and can

produce Turkisli title deeds by which he sets

great store. There can be no question that the'

process of settlement would have been accelerated

if a policy different from that of the Porte had

been applied to-th(i tribes. Greed, the national

characteristic, sways the Bedawi just as much as it

influences his brother in the rice fields of Traq,

but Ottoman maladministration offered too little

inducement to money making, while the one

thing which was incontrovertible was that the

moment you took to living permanently at any
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':pot acrosMblo 1o Ottoman offuials von would bo

subject to their extortions IMoreovei the drea<l

of military service was a convincing deterrent.

There is no trace ol settled habitation in the

steppe between the riveis until you roach the

Khabur, wliere T.ayai*d found remains of Assyrian

cities. To the east the prodigious mins of the

Parthian Hatra, three times vainly besieged h\

Roman armies, rise from tlu‘ grass grown levels.

In decay it is still a desert capital, for the great

Shaikhs of the Shaminar regard it as their own

and pitch their tents in spring round its palaces.

When I camped there in 1911 it was occupied

by a Turkish Brigade which had been despatched

thither by Nizam Pasha, Vali of Baghdad, to

collect taxes long overdue on sheep and camels-

Ihe last occasion, to the best of mv knowledge,

on which they have, been accorded by the tribe.

The wells at Hatra aie now and have probably

always lieeii extremely brackisli. About a mile

from the city walls run the bitter waters of the

Tharthar, a stream fed fiom the Jabal Sin jar

It pursues a course more or less partillel to th<'

Tigris till it empties itself into the marshes north

of Aqar Quf. It is mentioned in a remarkable

cuneiform record l(‘ft by an early Assyrian monarch
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wluj carried out a Cfreat raid from Aslnir witli tlu*

iiitonlion of ))illa^^in^^ Babvlon, but found tbc

1att(‘r too ])i^^ a nut to crack and contested liim-

s(df witli a bootv'sockin^ return journty alonijj

tile Euplirat<‘s and Kliabnr. The Thariliar wab

in his da\ as sah as it is at jnesent, that is 1o say

baiely drinkable, lor he relates how his aim\'

canu! to the valley and all night drew water,

but for the king sweet water was carried from

the Tigris.

A long two days' ride north from Hatra brings

you to the Jabal Sinjar where first you come into

contact with a race which is non-Arab. The

Sinjar hills are the stronghold of the Yazidis, an

untamed people who are the terror of the Arab

tribes as far as the Euphrates. ( onceniing their

origin the learned disagree. They speak Kurdish,

their Shaikhly family north-east of Mosul, where

their principal shrine is situated, claim descent

from the Arab tribe of Tai
;
some men sa}^ that

they are an Armenian race, though they have

not the pliysical characteristics, some say that

they are Jews, and God knows best. The shrine

at Shaikli ’Adi in the mountains above Mosul,

is a small mosque-like building, frequently

destroyed, with a black snake and other strange
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(locoratioiib carved about the door, but ihe symbol

of their faith is tJie Sacred Peacock wliich r(‘p 'esouts

th(i Devil hijuself. The name “ Devil Worsliip-

])ers ” by which the Yezidis are known to us, has

too sinister a ring
;
they do not w^orship, but

merely propitiate the Power gf Evil. \\Tatev( r

may be their tenets, diristendom is in their debt.

Since the outbreak of war the Yezidis have thrown

off the Turkish yoke and they are now sheltering

in their rocky liills several thousand Armenian

w’omen and children whom they rescued from the

hands of the Turks in the deserts south of Nisibin.

For those who know the history of the Yezidis

there is a wonderfully significant note in this act

of humanjity. Like all small sects who have been

obliged to guard tluur rites by veiling them in

secrecy and have thereby incurred charges of

hidden evil, the Yezidis have suffered a long-

sustained persecution at th(‘ hands of their neigh-

bours, Moslem and (diristian alike. Time out of

number the “ Devi) WorshipjHus ” have been

slaughtered like sheep in their mountain villages

or driven down into the plains to find death or

worse awaiting them, and it was tlieir own ex-

ixuience of Ottoman brutality which J[ay iTchind

the generous onset that liberated the Armenian
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women. Nor do tliey afford a solitary example

of the rising of tlic j^erscculed to rescue the per-

secuted. The Qizil B^ish, in central Anatolia,

have come to the help of the Armenians in similar

fashion and hold a number of them safe in their

impenetrable valleys.

The pity and indignation roused by the agony

of the Armenian race has done its work. All

sects have been moved by the sight of such un-

imagined cruelty, and Moslems vie with Christians

in expressions of abhorrence. It must not be

forgotten that thexe was no persecution of the

Armenians in the Arab provinces, and indeed

there is little or no fanaticism among Arab

Mohammedans. Individual cases of violent feel-

ing may occur, just as a few wild tribes may be

stirred by the cry of Holy War, but there is no

Arab town or district in which Moslems and

Christians do not live in unity, if not in friend-

ship. The Moslem is the ruler and claims his

privilege, but he confines it within reasonabk*.

limits. In Baghdad and Damascus the Armenians

were never threatened, and though in the latter

town tlic Turks sold Armenian women openly in

the public market, in Baglidad the handful of

girls who found their way down from the north
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were taken into Moslem houses and kindJ)^ treated

till we came and made provisioji for them.

In briefest outline .such is the land of th(‘ two

rivers, an Arab country except for tlie Kurdish

tribes upon its eastern frontier, a land of pasture

with rich belts of cultivation along the streams

and extensive arable tracts to the north, as well

as in the Kurdish foot hills 1o the east. Meso-

pot^umia is essentially the domain of the shepherd

and the ploughman. Its mineral wealth is com-

paratively of little importance. The bitumen

wells at Hit, famous since the days of the Baby-

lonians, with their accompanying sulph ur springs;

petroleum wells of indifferent quality at Qayyarah,

south of Mosul—^no doubt connected with the

inexhaustible subterranean petroleum lake of

south-west Persia—good stone quarries on the

Euphrates below 'Anah, a little coal in the Jabal

Hamrin and the salt of the Wadi Tharthar, make

pretty nearly the sum of exploited minerals. It

is not necessary to plunge beneath the soil to find

riches ; the depth of a ploughshare is enough.



Arab Provinces—Syria.

I MUST write of Syria as 1 knew it, though my
recollections can, I fear, bear little rt^emblance

to the Syria of to-day. When tlie Turk has been

driven from Damascus and Aleppo we shall learn

in detail the results of Jamal Pasha's savage

rule, but already we have heard enough to know

that Syria is now the worn sliadow of what she

was. I cannot think of this desolation without

a seething anger and a desire for vengeance on

Turk and German which few of their abominable

deeds have succeeded in rousing. From south

to north, from the desert borders of Arabia to Anti

Taurus, I know the pleasant Syrian country and

have received at the hands of its inhabitants,

Mohammedan, Jew, Christian, Druze, Nosairi,

whatever may be their cult, hospitable welcome,

service and kindness. With many of them it has

been more than a passing acquaintance. Friend-

ship has gro^vn up bc-tween us, a iriendsliip whicli

was renewed from year to year, so that to return

to Damascus or to Aleppo was to drop back into

a familiar circle. The fate ot tliose who bore

names so distinguished tliat tliey could not disap-

l)ear unnoticed has been published in the Turkish
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nc*\\^spaprrs. Not one in twuitv ha^ boon loft

alivo. ThoV wc ro < <jn(li*mm‘<1 to bv Jamal's

bloody trilninal m iho Lelunoii, or sont with thoii

families into iinspofifiod oxilo iii Asia Afinoi,

wlionrc it is improbablo th«it ilioy will (. voi rotmn

Somo few have made their way to Ej^ypt or < ross( d

the desoit to claim our piotection in ndsinh, and

concerning tlus handful only c an we bo c tulain that

they have escaped the fury of the Turk. As for

the humbler, but no less esteemed companions

of many journeys, servants, muleteers and camel

drivers, they must have shared the common fate

of the peasant population. The younger men

have been impressed into the Turkish Army, the

older men driven into labour corps, lo die of hard

work and starvation under Ottoman task-masters.

And theii women folk, the wives and mothers wdio

spread out their best for us when wo came travel-

stained home, have endured a destiny no less

tragic.

The reason of the extreme violence of the

Committee of Union and Progress towards Syria

is not far to seek, nor, from the Turko-German

point of view, is it unjustifiable. Svria w\as

the brain of modern Arab civilization, the

birth-place of tlie Arab movement * and the link
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bHween Ibo onslern and Iho oxtromo wo'^lern

provinces, Mesopotamia and North Alrica, Its

geographical position had put it closely into toiadi

with European ])()litical thought, the yearly infhiv

of tourists to the Holy Laud and Damascus gave

Europeans a sentimental inter(‘st in the country

and people, and the tai't that tlie Lebanon

was administered under an International guar-

antee involved the Powers in responsibilities

which they could not disclaim. The Committei'

was thus face to face with conditions peculiarly

abhorrent; the party which asked for decentraliza-

tion on racial ground was stronger in Syria

than elsewhere, and the protest of Isurope was

more likely to attend high-handed action on the

part of the Ottoman Government. The outbreak

oi war cut the knot. Germany would not raise

objections to the persecution of Arabs any more

than she objected to the massacre of Armenians.

The golden opportunity for cowing the Arab race,

unhindered by foreign intervention, had arrived,

and Turk and German turned to hacking their

way through the life ol a nation. Tlie Ara])s were

not prepared to offer resistance. The fatal lack

of cohesion, inherent in a society which has never

succeeded in obliterating its tribal origins, had

run counter to any national union. At best there
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was little more than what may be debcribcd ab

municipal patriotism, a unity which extended no

further Ilian the limjts ot the big townships.

Comprehensive organization was non-existent and

the country yielded without striking a blow

It must hv admitted that the elements winch

make up the pojnilation of Syria are jx-culiarly

varied, not to say incongruous. West of Jordon

the clash of religious jealousy, e\en if it has ceased

to be vitally disruptive, East of Jordan the disinte-

grating influence of tribal authority forbid the

developmimt of a true national sentiment. From

Damascus northward a gi eater homogeneity

]>revails but even h(‘re e<i('h si^parate religious sect,

Mohammedans, Christians oi every pattern,

Nosairis, or down-trodd(n Isiuailis, revolves

round its own axis and regards as comparatively

unimportant it^ connection with the system of

which it forms a part

Not lea^t among the deuationalizing forces is

the fact that a part of Syria, though like the rest

mainly inhabited by Arabs, is regarded by a

non-Arab people as its prescriptive inheritance.

At a liberal estimati* the Jews of Palestine may

form a quarter oi the population of the province,

the Christians a htth, wiiilc the renuiindcr are
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Moliainnicdan Arabs. Jewisli immigration has

been artificially fostered by doles and subventions

from millionaire co-religionists in Europe; the new
colonies have now taken root and are more or

less self-supporting. The pious hope that an

independent Jewish state may some day be estab-

lished in Palestine no doubt (‘xists, though it may
be questioned whether among local Jews there

is any acute desire to see it realized, except as a

means of escape from Turkish oppression
;

it is

perhaps more lively in the breasts of those who
live far from the rocky Palestinian hills and have

no intention of changing their domicile. Lord

Cromer took pleasure in relating a conversation

which he had held on the subject with one of the

best known English Jews, who observed ; '‘If a

Jewish Kingdom were to be established at Jerusa"

lem I should lose no time in applying for the post

of Amba ssadorin London.’' Apart from the pre-

valence of such sentiments two considerations rule

out the conception of an independent Jewish Pales-

tine from practical politics. The first is that the

province as w'C know it is ^lot Jewish, and that

neither Mohammedan nor Arab would accept Jew-

ibh autliority; the second that the capital, Jeru-

salem, is equally sacred to three faiths, Jewish,
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Christian and ]\Ioslom, and should iiovor, it it can

1)0 avoidod, bo put imdor tlio oxclusivo control oi

any one local faction, no matter how < are I ally the

rights of the other t\\o may be sah'giiarded.

Whetlau' or no it could be turned into a tit ting

home for iniJIionHire->, loi the lover of simph!

things Palestine has a singular attraetion. t,rey

limestone rocks, giey-green olive groves coloured

like a precious celadon dish, upland vineyards

haunted still by little foxes, and in the steep

valleys, rocky crevices full to the brim with starch

hyacinths, cypripedium, anemone and cyclamen

On the sea coast flourish the orange groves which

have made the fame of Jaffa, while inland the

barren wilderness of Judaea drops abruptly into

the comlands and hot-house temperatures of the

Jordan valley. The wealth of the mountain

country, that is to say of the greater part of

Palestine, is of vine, olive and corn ; there is no

other.

Across Jordan lies the best of Syria, to my
thinking, Edom and Moab to the south, Gilead

to the north. The desert sweeps in close to the

abrupt declivities which form a cup for the

Dead Sea, but it is a desert which has no parallel

elsewhere, a rolling pasturage abandoned only
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for a few months in the summer by the camel

herds of the Bediiin and the flocks of half settled
V

iribes. Sturdy fariUMN, many of them Christian

—the most virile of the Christians of Syria except

those of Aleppo—^have pushed their cornfields

into the margins of the grass-lands, to the

farthest limits of profitable husbandry and to

the last outposts of ancient habitation. But

beyond the track of the plough and the ruins

of villages pre-Mohammedan and probably

largely pre-Christian,^ are the massive remains

of a girdle of Roman fortresses, the Limiter of

Trajan, Septimius Severus and Diocletian, and

yet further east the carved and frfescoed

hunting lodges of the Umayyad Khalifs of

Damascus serve as shelter to the nomad shep-

herd. The Christians of these parts come

from Madeba above the Dead Sea, and from

Salt, a little town lying among fruit gardens

on the southern edge of Gilead—^its inhabit-

ants boast that their ancestors received the faith

from the very lips of its Founder. They have

held their own against the exactions of the

Government on the one hand and the blackmail

of the tribes on the other. They are oldiged

to keep open house for the tribes in their faxm^
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on the borders of tlie desert, and not a night

passes without the guest chamber being tilled

with ragged Arabs and the stables with their

mares, while for man and beast a liberal meal

must be provided. These unwelcome guests eat

most of the profits of the farms, but if they were

refused hospitality they would make all industry

impossible by raid and foray which the Govern-

ment neither could nor would control.

In the heart of Gilead there is a large Circassian

colony, the head-quarters of which is the ancient

Raboth Ammon, a town which, like the neigh-

bouring Jarash, must have been a luxurious seat

of civilization at the beginning of our era. The

remains of a huge theatre tower above the modem
Government ofi&ces, the niched walls of a Nym-
pheum adorn the banks of the stream, and latest

of all splendours, a beautiful Umyyad building

crowns the hill top. The thrifty Circassians

have planted trees and laid out gardens down the

valley, the stream turns their sawmill, and their

two wheeled carts creak over the best roads in

trans-Jordan. ' They are not loved of their neigh-

iScmxSk but it may be said in their defence that a

hand to hand struggle for existence does not tend

to sweeten national characteristics.
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East of Gilead lie^i llie volcanic outcrop of the

Hauran, inhabited Druze immigrants from

Lebanon, a race of strong men and beautiful

women, practising a strange cult neither Christian

nor Moslem, but rooted most probably in far

older traditions than the nth century legendary

teachings of a mad Sultan of Egypt in which

it is supposed to have originated. Fierce and

subtle and faultlessly brave, the Druzes of the

Hauran are feared by the tribes and by Turkish

officials ; they have succeeded in maintaining a

virtual independence of Ottoman rule, though

periodical military expeditions ending in wholesale

massacre have prevented the mountain people

from extending their borders.

A short two dajrs’ ride from ^the Jabal Hauran

brings you to Damascus, the pulse of modem
Arab political life, capital alike of modern Arab

civilization and^of the ancient desert. The power-

ful 'Anazah nation of Beduin, who link Mesopo-

tamia with Syria, resort to it as freely as the

merchant of Beyrut, the pilgrims on his way to

Mecca, and the tourist. It was> before "the war,

just as it was in the 7th century when the Umay-

yad Khalifs held their court there, the leading city

of the Arab race, though the immense natural
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wealth of Mesopotamia may once more raise

Baghdad, as it was raised in the Middle Ages,

to a position surpassing even that of Damascus.

I write of it Sts I knew it during a 15 years’ acquain-

tance, gracious and hospitable, rich in fruit and

flowers and running water, a Paradise on earth

as its citizens were accustomed to declare.

The greatest of all the natural advantages

which it enjoys is the proximity of mountains.

The snows of Hermon are scarcely more than

a day’s journey distant, and the villages of Anti-

Lebanon give summer retreats no less delightful,

and more solitary, than the hostelries of Lebanon,

which are somewhat overrun by Levantines of

Beyrut and Alexandria. But the Lebanon also

has its enchantments, its Maronite villages per-

ched half way between sea and sky, its vine clad

or wooded slopes with streams gushing from the

rock, most famous among them the Afka spring,

which is still in spate coloured red with the blood

of Adonis.

It is difficult to recall now the peace and beauty

of that mountain range, tniiling its skirts m the

blue Mediterranean. It has suffered *more at

JamaVs hand than any other pari of Syria. OUve

and fruit tree have been felled to supply fuel for
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the railway, the peasants, cut o£E from^ source-,

of supply by a strict cordon, have died of hunger

or wandered starving into Beyrut to perish

there, and terrible tales are rife of children sold

by their parents, wives by their husbands, for the

price of a bag of flour.

That this appalling shortage of food must be

due in part to active measures taken by the

Turko-German authorities to starve out the Arab

people becomes more apparent as one’s memories

travel north. The Orontes valley is a vast corn-

field and with the wheat growing plains east of

Aleppo could supply many armies and yet leave

the inhabitants in plenty if the harvest were

equitably distributed. Homs and Hamah arc

the capitals of this district, both of them towns

of great antiquity, and a yet older foundation,

the Hittite Kadish on the Orontes, remains in the

shape of a huge mound with a few Arab hovels

on its sununit overlooking Lak€ Kattinah. like

all the Syrian towns, Homs and Hamah have

their peculiar colour and characteristics, but they

shared in the universal well-being, the air of

prosperous* ^ase whiclr used to prevail in Syria.

-\nd like Damascus they are closely in touch witir

the Arab tribes, more especially the northern
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'Anazali who in summer drive their cattle inlo

tlie harvested fields, with the accompanying small

disturbances which occur when the desert annu-

ally invades the settled lands. The town-bred

S3;rian by long custom has grown used to them

and scarcely notices them except for a shrug of

the shoulders and a passing observation that the

Beduin are savages. But sharp as the demarca-

tion may appear between the desert man in bis

ragged shirt and black cloak, smelling of camel

and campfire, his hair hanging in plaits to the

shoulders, and the smart European-clad land-

owner, let us say of Hamah, the truly amazing

particular is how easily it can be overstepped. In

one generation the Beduin can be transformed

into an accomplished citizen of the world. I

knew a man who was bom in the tents of a raga-

muffin little tribe which maintained a precarious

existence, by means chiefly connected with

f hifj^way robbery, in the lava belt south of Damas-

'cus. His father was Shaikh, with paramount

autliority over thieves, goats and stones, but

being possessed of some breadth of mind, he

(jiesiied to see his children taught to read and write

afid to that end engaged a teacher, a Christian,

ttiio loept school in the tent next door, tl^e
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instructions, however, came to an abrupt end by

a reason of a raid by a neighbouring tribe, which

so frightened the unhappy schoolmaster that lie

fled hastily and refused to return. A year or

two later the Shaikh chanced to be in Damascus

with his eldest boy. It was the moment when

the Sultan Abdul Hamid was founding in Constan-

tinople a school for the sons of Shaikhs, with

the object of catching them young and turning

them into zealous Ottomans. Six boys had been

requisitioned from Syria and the Shaikh of the

Sulut was pressed to contribute a son. He com-

plied and my friend proceeded to Constantinople.

‘‘ Were you not surprised when you saw that

' city?’' I interrupted the narrative. “Sur-

prised 1“ he said. “ I had been bewildered when

I set foot in Damascus He pursued his edu-

cation with great profit to himself, but without

forwarding the original aim of his Lord the Sultan.

The Shaikhs' sons were not Ottomanized, though

all imaginable pains were taken to show them

the glory of the Turk and make them forget their

lineage and their language. They became, on

the contrary, more Arab than before and acquired

a far better understanding, as the children of

various deserts made accjuain^ance wit|i on^
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another^ of what it was to be an Arab. This

acquaintance stood my friend in good stead

\\’hen the day came on which he found himself

obliged to flee for his life and cross the whole

Mesopotamian desert from north to south to

find safety with us in Basrah. In every important

tribal confederation he fell in with a school fellow

who held him on his way. “ Have you ever

returned to the tents of the Sulut ?'* said I, aftei

listening to this remarkable history. I have

been back he said, but they regard me 'as a

stranger and I look on them as a pack of thieves'".

Furthest north of the four great Syrian towns

—for I do not reckon Levantine Beyrut, nor

yet sacred and sectarian Jerusalem as truly

Syrian—^lies Aleppo, on the edge of Turkish

speaking peoples. Its position and the long and

intimate relation with the outer world which as

a famous commercial centre it has enjoyed, have

given a peculiar tinge to the mentality of its

citizens, a cynicism bom of familiarity with the

universe, or at least with the Oriental universe,

a certain indifference, combined with considerable

individual activity, and a cheerful cosmopolit-

anism. I cannot picture any important religious

or social reform originating at Aleppo, neither
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could Aleppine society be led far astray by mis-

placed enthusiasm. Incitements to massacre,

for instance, are received with polite surprise,

even when, as in igii, Armenians were extermin-

ated in villages not a day's journey to the west.

Let me end by giving the latest description of

Aleppo which I received recently from a refugee,

for it epitomizes the Syria of Jamal, You

cannot pass through the town," said he, " without

a contraction of the heart. In every house there

is wailing, and the streets are full of the sound

of it"



Turkish Provinces—-The Kurdish

Mountains.

The Arab provinces, though they may exhibit

diversity of custom and of creed, are not only

generally homogeneous in race, but will probably

tend, if they are allowed to pursue their natural

course, towards a greater unity of aim and interest

than that which they have possessed hitherto.

From the Mediterranean to within a couple of

days’ march of the Persian frontier one language

is spoken, and if the Christian communities have

been accustomed to regard themselves as Christ-

ians rather than as Arabs, it must be admitted

that there has been little advantage to be .gained

from participation in a nationality which was

without political authority, or possessed it only

in reflex from a Power far more definitely suspicious

of Christian aspirations and hostile to any assump-

tion of equality than ever the Arabs have shown

themselves. But if to be an Arab should com(‘

to imply membership in a dominant race, it

\vill be the interest of all inhabitants of the

Arab provinces to claim their share in it. Their

coi^mon origin will no longer be unappreciated

and their common language wili faefiitnte

completer assiimlation.
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The exact contrary of these conditions prevails

in what I have called generically the Tufldsh

Provinces. The Turanian element of the popula-

tion has over the whole of Asia Minor a bare

majority, if it has any majority at all, and in many

districts it is largely outnumbered by others. The

Turkish language has an ofhcial currency and is

everywhere familiar, but among themselves the

people speak their own tongues and hold to them-

In the phraseology of politics this diversity is

acknowledged, and in dealing with Asia Minor we

do not talk of it as Turkey pure and simple, but

consider it in fractions such as Armenia (though

Lord Salisbury acknowledged that he could not

give exact geographical definition to the term)

or Kurdistan. It may be objected that Great

Britain is similarly composite and yet presents

a united front, to which I would answer that only

in the first particular does the parallel hold good.

Diversity occurs in Asia Minor as in Great Britain,

but in Asia Minor there is no union.

Novdiere is political and racial chaos more

apparent than in Kurdistan. As I have said,

the rugged and to this day almost inaccessible

mountain ranges of southern and south-eastern

Anatolia have been the refuge of fugitim from
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the plains’ driven out by recurrent invasions.

So the Medes pushed out the Assyrians, and the

Arab migrations, which began before the Moslem

conquest and cannot be said to have ceased com-

pletely at any date, ujprooted afresh Medes

Parthians and the yet older Semitic settlers.

Moreover the mountains have been from the

earliest historic times the seat of different races.

Xenophon found there the Kardukhi who are

the Kurds ; the Armenian Kingdom goes back

to the 6th century B.C., and before it we know

dimly of political units standing in close relations

with the Hittites, concerning which it cannot

definitely be stated to what division of mankind

they belonged. These people have overlapped,

but they have not fused. Much of Kurdistan^

regarded from a different standpoint, is Armenia

—a fact which goes far to justify Lord Sails*

bury's ignorance—^and when all historic circum-

stance is taken into account it is not surprising

to find that while there are few parts of Anatolia

where a considerable proportion of the popilla-

tion is not bilingual, in the southern hills men us^,

currently three and even four tongues. Thus in

the wild valleys north of the Greater Zab,^ the

principal eastern afflueunt of the Tigris abpve

Mosul, I have met villagers who talked Kurdii^h,
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Arabic, and Turkish, blit tlieir own spocrh when

conversing with one another was a Semitic dialect

known as Fallahi, the Peasant Tongue, which

in spite of its derogatory name is, I believe, no

other than the tom remnant of ancient Ass}rrian.

In the Tur 'Abdin, east of Mardin, the mother

tongue of the Christians is Syriac, but they speak

besides Kurdish and Arabic and have usually

a smattering of Turkish. These conditions must

be taken into account in any attempt to gauge

the political solidarity of the Turkish provinces.

I have so far left out of count the Circassians,

who are recent comers and comparatively few in

number. Nevertheless wherever these immigrants

from the Caucasus have succeeded in establishing

themselves, they have introduced a wholly dif-

ferent and extremely vigorous racial element

vduch has made its mark. Vigorous, indeed,

it must have been in order to maintain existence

against the odds which confronted it. The

settlement best known to me is that of Ras al

'Ain, until recently the terminus of the Aleppo-

Iilosul section of the Baghdad railway. There

the headman of the village, with Russian samovar

ever hosintably ready to supjdy tea to his guests,

rdated to me his e3q>eriences, which may (1 can

vouch for it) be accepted as ty|»cal of the history,
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uf Circassian Muhajir as a whole. He was a

mjui over 70—this was in 1911 and he may, God
rest him, have ended before now his eventful

career. He had come down as a child into the

edges of the desert
;
you ^an picture the fl^t out

of Caucasus—^whole families with their cattle

and such worldly goods as they could carry

heaped on the two-wheeled carts, with the babes

atop of all. The Sultan had allotted to them

lands rormd the great spring which is one of the

sounes of the Bilikh, but when they reached

their destination they found that the Sultan's

power to allot was of the most questionable kmd,

nor was he in a position to assist them to make

good. In hand to hand combat they challenged

the rival claims of Kurd and Arab, and when they

had leisure to exchange the rifle for the plough,

by hard toil they gained a narrow livelihood.

" If the railway comes our way," said my host

(at that time the projected trace had not been
,

made public), "we shall prosper. Otherwise

I see no hope." " Have you ever revisited ihe

Caucasus ?" I enquired. ' Yes,” he answered,

" I went there ten years ago. • Khanum ESendl,

wo should not have left our country. 1h,oie

leataincd have grown to be licb men ; they hidd
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posts under the Russian Government and have

acquired lands and possessions. If we
^

had

stayed, we also should have prospered.” I have

heard the same from the lips of many a Circassian

migrant and it is perhaps as striking a condemn-

ation of Ottoman rule as could be cited, for it

shows the Turk impotent to help those who had

sacrificed everything rather than their allegiance

to him.

But the Circassians in more bountiful districts

than Ras al ’Ain have known how to help them-

selves. There remains in my memory the vivid

impression made by a group of their villages

east of Caesarea. We came down wooded and

well-nigh pathless steeps into what was almost

European rural scenery, fields carefully tilled,

roads mended, rivulets bridged, cottages surround-

ed by a neatly fenced garden, and a well-dressed

peasantry sitting on benches by the .doorways

in sunset relaxation from labour.

And of those concei:ning whom the Tur-

kish Government was devoid even of the desire

to help ? I passed through the exquisite valleys

of the upper Euphrates basin a month after the

Adana massacres of 1909. It was spring ; there

was snow on the high pass which divides the head
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waters oi the Tigris from the Euphrates, but the

Kharput plain, the grass lands round Malatia.

where the Sultan ’Abdul Hamid, then but lately

deposed, had instituted a large and well-found

horse-breeding farm, were a miracle of fertile

abundance. The corn was in the ear, the mulberry

trees burdened with fruit, the vines set thick

with small green bunches of grapes ; the soil

shouted beauty and plenty. But in the Armenian

villages panic was scarcely laid to rest. Tales

of Adana were in every mouth ; tales, too, of the

narrow margin which had lain between the speak-

ers themselves and massacre. And as I journeyed

further west I came into the skirts of destruction

and saw charred heaps of mud and stone which

had been busy centres of agricujturariifc. TJie

blow had been stayed midway. The population,

destitute and homeless, had defended itself and

come off with naked existence—a respite ojf six

years, if we had known it, until 1915 carried out

the work which 1909 had left uncompleted.

I have Witten elsewhere of the ethics of mas-

sacre and in the midst of infernal deeds, of which

the news still reaches us, I yet bear testimony

that massacre in the Turkish provinces was never

engendered from within. The order came, and
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it was obeyed. But though I know this to bo

true* I do not urge it as an excuse. Such obedi-

ence is a crime against which humanity must

defend itself or forfeit the right to live, and against

a similar obedience humanity defends itself

against at this hour in waging war with Germany.

So far as mj^ knowledge goes the Kurds have

shown a greater natural ferocity in their dealings

with the Christians than the Turks, possibly only

because they are possessed of a quicker vitality

than the Turkish peasant, who exhibits more of

the qualities of a heavy-witted animal answering

to the goad. In the parts of Kurdistan with which

I am acqtiainted, the Kurd was more dreaded

by the Christian than was the Turk dreaded in

districts predominantly Turkish. The Nestorians

of Tiati, north-east of Mosul, have suffered with-

out intermission at Kurdish hands, and though

their amazing courage has preserved them from

complete annihilation, the forces opposed to them

have been too strong and even before the war

it seemed as if they must ultimately succumb.

So too the S3nian churches in the Tm* 'Abdin;

if they have not been crushed out of existence

by the Kurdish Beys, at least all progress has,been

made im|>ossible, Their monasteries, stripped
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of wealth and reduced as to inmates to a Imndredlh

part of their medieval glory, could not afford to

declare themselves too poor to offer hospitality

to every Kurdish party of armed men which rode

their way, though even the dry bread, eggs, oil

and raisins, which were all they could provide,

were a serious item m their pmched resources. But

before the war the monks could at least count on

life, and in their inaccessible rock-cut cells pre-

sented an exact picture of the conditions v^rhich

aided and sustained mediaeval monaticism—the

possibility of finding in a lawless world some hope

of immunity from the worst ills, at the price of

service and hospitality which there were no

others to dispense. But according to reports’

received, if not the worst, at least the final ill

has overtaken them, and the tiny historic com-

munities have l^een blotted out.

The like has happened throughout Kurdistan.

Mardin was a shambles ; turbulent, black-avised

Diyarbakir, finest of sinister fenced cities, a raging

hell. In the days of 'Abdul Hamid—nine years

of Union and Progress rule almost persuade one

tliat in the future he wUl be remembered as

blessed—there was one Kurdish community which

prjided itself on meicy towards Christians. That
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Strong leader of the Milli, Ibrahim Pasha, himself

by race an Arab, whatever may have been his

faults or crimes, made the countrj^ from the

Euphrates to Nisbin a sanctuary for the Christian

faith* The first yeai: of the Committee saw his

fall, and though his sons, after long imprison-

ment, regained a part of his authority, they are

suspects, and indeed one of them is now a refugee

with us in Baghdad.

But the Kurds must not be judged wholly by

their relations with the Christian sects. If they

have the vices they have also many of the virtues

of a primitive civilization. The social code which

they apply to themselves has made them as

renowned for clean li\dng as for courage, nor

have they had fewer wrongs than other nationa-

lities under Turkish misrule. It is well to re-

member that in all parts of Asiatic Turkey agra-

rian troubles lie at the root of tribal unrest, and

this is as true of the lialf nomadic Kurds as of

the uneasy cultivators of Mesopotamia. Most

of the land has passed by questionable means into

thehands of wealthyMoslems who screw rack-rents

out of their tenants. The tyranny of the tribal

leaders is that of the feudal baron of medical

Europe. In the wildest parts the Kurdish pea^-
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try are the serfs of their Shaikhs and Beys and

Aghas, and but for greater security to life are no

better off than the Christians.

In the strip of Asia Minor now in Russian hands,

the backbone of which is the ancient track by

which the Ten Thousand found their way to the

sea, the population along the coast shows a strong

admixture of Greeks. Many of the villages are

nominally Moslem, but the features of the inhabi-

tants as well as their customs and ceremonies,

betray their Hellenic origin. Round Rizah,

east of Trebizond, are the Lazes, a Tibetan race

from the Caucasus, seamen of the Black Sea and

in faith fanatical Moslems. Savage, intolerant,

quick with the knife, the Turkish proverb gives

a rough and ready appreciation of them : of birds

the silliest is the goose, of men the worst the Laz.

Away from the coast the Greek element almost

disappears and the Armenian takes its place*

amounting before the war at Erzerum to about

50 per cent, of the population and retaining that

proportion down to Van and Bitlis. The Turks,

on the other hand, who at Erzerum form half of

the population, give place southward to the

Kurds. Round Bitlis Turks arc few in number
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and in some of the Kurdish villages Turkish is not

understood.

The mountainous nature of the ground, the

Unfertile character of the soil and lack of communi-

cations have kept this country in a state of poverty.

Nearly all the wood has long ago been burnt and

in winter the inhabitants herd for warmth with

sheep and cattle. Formerly some profit was

derived from the caravans passing between

Trebizond and Bitlis, but almost all this trade

now goes throu^ Batum and the Caucasus.

The whole region has been for long under the

moral influence of Russia. For 200 years that

Tatar wall separating it. from Russia has been

gradually narrowing and men are still alive who

remember the Russian invasion of 1878. The

feeling of the Turk has become embodied in the

phrase : the Muscovite fear. Seeing what a

difference there is between the condition of the

Ouistians in the Russian Caucasus and that of

their co-religionists over the Turkish border, what

wonder if tlie feeling of the Armenians in Turkey

towards the Russians was not always one of fear?

Yet it would be wrong to think that the Armenian

popidation was solidly pro-Russian. There were

plenty of young Armenian bloods who worked
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in a futile way to stir up a revolution which should

inflkt on the Turk such a blow as the Annenians

in Russian Caucasus inflicted on the Tatar 15

years ago, but most of the Armenians were quiet

enough andonlywanted to be left alone. Moreover

there was a strong party which was definitely

hostile to the revolutionaries and looked for the

prosperity and happiness of the Armenians in

an entente with the Turks.

One other province of Anatolia may be dealt

with here, not because it is a part of Kurdistan,

but because it once belonged to Armenia. When
in the 12th century of our era the Seljuks put an

end to the Armenian power in Kurdistan, a rela-

tive of the murdered ruler of Ani founded in

Cilicia the kingdom of Lesser Armenia. It

lasted little over two hundred years, when it

was overthrown by the Manduks, but it left its

trace in innumerable ruins of fine stone built

churches, and in a large Armenian population.

This community suffered terrible things in the

massacres of 1909, but was saved from comfdetc

destruction, largely owing to the intervention

of a British Officer, at tliat time Consul at Adana.

The* saviour and those wfiom he pni^ervod have

alike perished. He rests in honour on a headland
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in Gallipoli and the Armenians of Cilicia have been

put to the sword at the order of Turk and German.

I recall, in vivid contrast to what is, thank

God, the British temper, a story for the truth

of which I can answer though it has not hitherto

been published. At the outbreak of the massacres

a small party of German Engineers were engaged

in survey work for the railway at Baghcheh on

the pass over Anti-Taurus. The party consisted

of some four or five men, and with them was a

girl, the daughter of the chief surveyor. Baghcheh

is a village which was partly peopled byArmenians,

a number of whom took shelter in the wooden

house occupied by the Germans. The Kurds

assembled round it, crying out that they would

set it on tire if the refugees were not delivered to

them. It was possible, though not probable,

that the threat might have been put into execu-

tion, but the Germans took no risk. They opened

their doors and thrust out the helpless people

who were murdered before their eyes. A few

days later they fled down to Adana, under an

escort sent out by the British Consul. They

passed by Osmaniyah, at the foot of the hills,

wheit an English traveller, who had turned the

Khan in which he found himself u\to a hospital
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and sancluarj^ for wounded Ariuonians, saw them

and wab astounded at the ignoble terror which

they exhibited, To hhn they gave the presence

of the girl as excuse for their action
;
let thosi^

accept it who will.
^

Socially Cilicia has usually belonged rather to

Syria than to Asia Minor, from which it is separated

geographically by the high range of Tauius.

The wealth of the Adana plain, watered by three

great rivers, has defied the ravages of many
invading armies and imder a civilized adminis-

tration would develop into boundless prosperity.

An old established railway, originally built by

the French, connects Adana with Tarsus and the

port of Marsina, and the Baghdad railway tra-

verses the western hall of the province from the

Cilician Gates to the Amanus. Roads there are

none worthy of the name, except the highway

which preceded the Baghdad line. The rivers

have been bridged from ancient date to giye it

passage. The Cydnus is still spanned by a bridge

which goes back to the Amenian kingdom, the

Sarus by a bridge of Justinian’s and the Pyramus

by a bridge dating from the time of Constantius.

The populationi even for Turkish Asia, is bewil-

dmugly vaiied and receim^ in wsuter m influx
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of Circassians, Kurds and Turanian tribes from

the mountain ranges. There is small hope of

peace and security unless the Government of this

distracted country is taken for ever out of Ottoman

hands



Turkish Provinces >~The Anatolian

Plateau.

The centre of Asia Minor is occupied by a vast

upland, over 3,000 ft. above sea leVel, stretching

some 400 miles from Afium Qarah Hissar on the

west to Caesarea on the east, and 300 miles or more

from Angora on the north to the slopes of Taunts

on the south. This region has so distinctive a

char9.cter that in any description of Anatolia it

must claim a separate place. It is inhabited very

largely by men of Turanian race. It was the centre

of the Seljuq empire of Rum which at the close of

the nth century established its seat at Konia, and

it abounds in magnificent Seljuq monuments, Half-

nomadic Turkish tribes, Turkoman and Yuruk,

people the country districts, but in the towns, be*

sides the Turkish element, tliere are—or were

—large colonies of Armenians, and near Konia

there are villages entirely Greek, though until

recently when a marked tendency to revive the

Greek tongue overtook the Greek subjects of the,

Porte, no language but Turkish was known to

their inhabitants.

I have approached the plateau from almost all

tK>mts of the compass, but frohi ho direotkin h
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it more inxpressive Ilian from the west. You

leave behind you a land of lakes and running water,

a land which, as I shall presently describe, seem^^

to the European more Occidental than Oriental,

and crossing the last pass over Murad Dagh or

Sultan Dagh, turn from what is in spirit Europe to

what is in spirit as well as in fact Asia. I cannot

otherwise qualify the distinction between the two

continents than by saying that in Europe and in

the western coast lands of the Levant which ap-

pertain if not geographically, yet by virtue of their

characteristics to Europe, nature seems willing to

lend herself to the purposes of mankind, obedient

to his moulding hand ; whereas in Asia man makes

complete submission, nests himself where he can

between inaccessible moimtains and inhospitable

deserts, drinks of bitter inland waters, and

where the soil chooses to give in abundance, toils

beneath a scorching sun or freezes in the rigours

of a formidable cold. To these conditions the

.\natolion plateau is, as it were, the introduction.

On its wide surface there is neither refuge nor

shelter, save where an abrupt volcanic outcrop such

as the Qatah Dagh, the Qarajah Dagh, Hasan

Dagh* or Mount Argaeus over against Caesarea,

gathers and preserves the winter snows to deck
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its slopes in vegetation, and protects village and

croft within its folds^

To the north of the road from Ak Sarai to

Konia a salt lake covers many miles of the plateau

and tlie surrounding country is pitiless wilderness,

producing nothing but a sparse growth of acrid

plants on which no animal can pasture ; but in

the west, round Konia and south to Karaman,

there are thousands of acres of com land. When

I was last in Konia the scheme for bringing water

to the plaiin from I.ake Bay Shehr was about to be

undertaken and I believe it was executed before

the outbreak of the war. It will assure the harvests

even in dry seasons and make the fortune of the

Circassian villages below Qarah Dagh. Here, too,

the Circassians have had a hard struggle to live, not

so much because of local hostility as on account

of official neglect and an entire lack of provision

for their settlement. I have seen troops of Muhajir

—for, undeterred, they are still coming in from

the Caucasus—^who have been kept waiting for a

year or more in Konia before land was allotted to

them. Having no means of subsistence they were

obliged to kill the cattle they had brought with

them and sell their household goods, and when at

last they entered into possession of a comer of the
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arid plain, they had neither animals to stock their

farms nor furnishings for the mud cottages 'which

they set themselves to build. It was not, therefore,

a matter for surprise if theic villages presented a

singularly poverty-stricken appearance.

Under the hills there is always cultivation

;

the Yuruks find in them pasturage for their flocks

and the Turkomans go up in summer to their

Yailahs. The north-east flanks of Hasan Pagh

are a marvel of beauty and luxuriance, and Mount

Aigaeus is famous for its vineyards and fruit trees.

Tlmre the volcanic soil is eminently well adapted

to the culture of the vine and the vintages might

water into successful rivalry with those of

Vvavius and Etna. To the archaeologist the

mountmns offer sites of the deepest interest. I

found a Hlttite High Place on the top of Qarah

Oa|^, together with the ruins of a tiny and very

ancient church and tomb 'vriuch had sanctified to

the later faith a spot venerated from the beginning

of historic time by the inhabitants of the plateau.

Ruined churches and monasteries crown the

stimnut of the Qaraiah Da^ and are scattered

over the upper slopes of Hasan Dagh. while on

Mount 'Atgaeus the rock cot oelb of anchorites

exist up to the snow line and even above it.
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The modem fame of the Konia plain H due

mainly to its intimate connection with the Bagltdad

railway project, but the Baghdad line is not the

only, nor was it the first means of access by rail

to the plateau. The history of the three railways

constructed from the coast to the high inland

plains, only two of which attained their goal, is

so significant politically and economically that it

merits careful attention. The natural outlet by

which Anatolian products would make their way

to the markets of Europe is not Constantinoide

but Smyrna, and the first lines to the interior were

begun from that port. The Smyroa-Kassaba

railway, directed by a French company (it was in

origin a British enterprize) followed the valley of

the Hermus and was extended to Afium Qarah

Hissar, while the Aidin line, at the outbreak of war

still in British hands, was constructed along the

yet richer valley of the Macander. This last

hoancially the soundest and most remunerative

of any of the Anatolian railways, not excepting

that which runs from Haidar Pasha to Angora.

Since it was from the first entirely unasshted by

a Idlometric guarantee, it w^s essential to adopt

nteasures which should assure its success on ordi*

nary business princiidra. Accotdin^y it was not
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pushed through hastily from its bast to a remote

point in the interior, but allowed to develop

slowly, each section paying its way as it advanced

by means of short braiich lines which tapped the

fertile country on either side. There was always

the intention of carrying it through ultimately to

Konia, and if this had been done, it would have

ended by becoming commercially the most flourish-

ing railway in Turkey, but while railhead yet rested

at Dinair, east of Aidin, the Baghdad railway pro-

ject, primarily not economic but strategic, took

form, and the influence of the German companywas

devoted to the hindering of so obviously dangerous

a competitor. With considerable difl&culty the

British company obtained the concession for an

extension from Dinair to Lake Egirdir, and the

section was completed before the war, but whether

the Germans would have permitted the linking

up of Egirdir with Konia, which would have been

so clearly advantageous to the country and might

well have diverted the products of the interior from

•Constantinople to Smyrna, is a question concerning

which we need not now hazard a solution. The

Smyma-Kassaba line, not quite so prudently

developed as the Aidin, nor able to dispense with'

a KUQm€‘tric guarantee, had reached the plateau
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at Afium before the Bagdad railway concision

to the Germans was completed. It was, however,

effectively prevented from playing what should

have been its natural part as an outlet from the

plateau to the Mediterranean by the simple

process of forbidding it to join up with the Con-

stantinople-Konia line. The few hundred yards'

gap between the French and the Gennan stations,

necessitating the breaking of bulk for all goods

coming up from the south, to a great extent

deterred exporters from sending their merchandize

(chiefly grain) to Symma, as they would usually

have preferred to do if transport facilities had

been equal ; and for my part I never passed

through Afium without reflecting upon the

economic crime which the German conces-

sionnaires were committing in preventing

commerce from taking its cheapest route to the

markets of Europe.

The Baghdad railway concession was, as every

one knows, obtained by the Emperor William in

person when he visited Constantinople in 1S98.

It was a quid pro quo, he having resolutely an-

nounced his intention ^f backing the Sultan, who

was thm somewhat ill-regarded by the rest of

Christendom.owing to the active part he had played
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daring 1896*7 in uris^g his Moslem subjects to

massacre the Armenians under his rule. The

scheihe took the shape of a colossal extension to

a second railway wliich had already reached the

plateau from the coast, namely the Haidar Pasha

line. From small beginnings—^it had grown out of

a local railway built by a British company between

Constantinople,or rather Haidai Pasha,and Ismid

—

this line had become an important means of com-

munication, reaching to Eskisheher and Angora.

It had lost in the process its British character apd

assumedone which was wholly German. It tapped

the rich agricultural country south of the Sea of

Marmora, so far as a sin^e line without branch

feeders could fulfil that purpose, and from Eski-

sheher to Angora served a very fertile district.

Before the outbreak of the war, it had dispensed

with the kilometric guarantee which had originally

been assigned to it. Very different was the posi-

tion with regard to the extension to Konia and

then to the Taurus which was completed in 1906.

Without the Bey Shehr irrigation scheme there was

no probability that this section would be able to

pay its way, and even if that sclienie were carried

out, it was likely that 'many yeafS"would elapse

before the Konia line ceased to be a charge upon
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the Ottoman taxpayer. But since the two lines

from Smyrna were, as has heen explained, blocked

by the jealousy of the Germans, it was impossible

to develop the Konia plain except by the Haidar

Pasha route,and even if tlie Baghdad railway, with

its unprecedented guarantee, drew heavily upon the

narrow resources of the Turkish exchequer, there

can be no doubt tlut it benefited the western parts

of the plateau. Up to the foot of Taurus, there-

fore, it may fairly be regarded as a commercial

enterprize, but its continuation over Taurtis had

no connection with economics. A port on the

Sea of Marmora was not calculated to attract

the products of Cilicia, North Syria and

Northern Mesopotanua from their lutural outlets

at Mersina and Alexandretta, and though evry

much can be said in favour of opening up the

comlands east of Aleppo, as well as those which

lie on the other side of Euphrates, and rendering

them accessible by rail from Alexandretta, this

was in fact an afterthought and not part of the

ori^nal design. But the costly work of tunnelling

the Taurus and Amanus was not and could not

|iave been undertaken with any economic ^ in

^w.." the idea of linking ‘ Baghdad with “Con-

stantinople fell in with ’Abdul Hanrid’s policy of
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centtalization, which in a country like Turkey was

as dangerous a conception as any which could

have heen entertained ; and after ’Abdul Hanud’s

fall, when the unhappy conglomerate which has

been known as the Ottoman Empire fell into the

hands of politicians yet more insanely bent thou

he on drawing all authority into the Turkish

net at Constantinople, the completion of the

Baghdad railway was yet more eagerly desired.

In the eyes of the Committee of Union and Pro-

gres% the creation of a potent Turkey, a power

which should take its place among War Lords,

demanded not the pacification of the races sub*

ject to the Porte by a wise and liberal consideration

of their grievances, but political anihilation winch

should silence those who ventured to have grievan*

ces. The first essential was the opening up of the

empire by strategic railways so as to pemut the

quick passage of troops from one point to another.

The trunk line policy was no less in tune with

German ambitions. Turkey appeared as the long

Earned of place in the Sun, Berlin to Baghdad

was a cry which would have won an election, if

German rulers had been dependent upon the wishes

of an electorate, and the bopes'which were aroused

were given additional radiance b}' the reflection
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that success iinplifU ilie ousting of Britisli m-

fluence and British enterprize, and the establishing

in Western Asia of a menacing counter-weight to

British domination in India and in Egypt. Nor

do I feel a shadow of doubt that but for the out-

break of war in 1914 these aims would have been

realized, rniless the growth of an effective Slav

Power in the Balkans should have interposed an

impermeable, if not an actively hostile entity

between Central Europe and Constantinople. It

was this danger, a danger created by the Balkan

war of 1912-13, which precipitated the decision

by arms long regarded by Germany unavoidable.

From the briefest survey of the history of

Turkish railway construction one salient principle

can be deduced for future guidance. It is that a

prolonged and naked trunk line, linking up provin-

ces which have no essential economic connection,

has many grave drawbacl^. It entails a heavy kilo-

metiic guarantee, that is to say a charge on the

taxpayer from which he does not derive com-

mensurate profit, and it tends to induce a windy

impression of unity amoUg peojdes who are not

yet ready for any very closely knit, not to say

centraluied, administration, as w^ as vmn talk

;imong half-baked statesmen, native and foreign,
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Far sounder, politically as well as economically,

are the rules which guided the constructors of the

Aidin line. Following their example, it will.be

wdl to take railway development in Turkish Asia

by sections, allowing the various ports, whether on

the Persian Gulf or on the Mediterranean or the

Black Sea, to push out feelers into the regions

which they command; letting extension to hand in

hand with an industrial and agricultural progress

which shall provide every additional mile of rail

with the prospect of a satisfactory balance sheet.

Though the agricultural products of the Turkish

as well as of the Arab provinces will no doubt

continue to be of paramoimt importance, it will

not be long, if circumstances are favourable, before

the development of mineral resources begins to

play a part, especially in the Turkish provinces.

The mineral wealth of Anatolia is considerable.

It has scarcely, as yet, been exploited, or if exploit-

ed at all the methods employed have been almost

ludicrously inadequate. I have in mind the valu-

able copper mines of Ai^hanah, in the mountains

between Kharput and Biyarbakr, where after a

rude process oi smelting, the metal is run into
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citcular moulds and the resulting disks, two to a

camel load, are borne over the hills by intermin-

able slow-footed caravans—^surely the most impro-

bafcle means of aciess to a manufacturing district

(if I may so call the wild Arghanah valley) which

you might be privileged to sec. The saltpetre of

Qaisariyah, the argentiferous lead of Keban

Nadan, the coal, iron, mercury and zinc which

are known to exist in the Anatolian higlilands,

the immense salt deposits of the plains await

capital and means of transport for their successful

exploitation.

Though I began by saying that the Anatolian

plateau was a region apart, I have been led, in

describing it, into topics which concern the Otto-

man empire as a whole, but this divergence is

not illogical. The plateau is the heart of Turkey.

Across it from east to west lie the great roads which

have from time immemorial connected the Mediter-

ranean coast with interior Asia, and from north

to south the few and difficult tracks which have

been the way of armies rather than of merchants.

Chief among these last, and indeed almost the only

north and south road of historic interest, is that

7
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crosses Taurus by the Cilicians Gates, the

route followed by the Baghdad railway which

has been of such sinister import to the Ottoman

empire. And this road (for it is not yet wholly

rail) is serving to-day, as it served in the past,

not the beneficent purposes of peace but the

ruinous demands of war.



Turkisli Provinces—The Anatolian Coast.

When to the session of thought I summon re-

collection of the coast lands of Asia Minor, the

enchantment of those radiant shores and exqui-

site valleys seems to outstrip reality. The fur-

nace heat and burning winds of a Mesopotamian

July, the dust which envelopes life and calls it

before its time to mingle with the ultimate element

of its composition, enhance remembered beauties ;

but they need no such sharp edge of comparison.

Not only do the coast lands satisfy the physical

eye, but they fill the imagination with the rumour

of legend and the echo of history. History and

legend are alike Greek, or they have come to us

through a Greek interpretation, for it was here

that Greece took her widest expansion and

developed her latest civilization. Famous settle-

ments like Miletus and Ephesus rivalled Athens

and Sparta in their prime, and after European

Greece had ceased to play a dominant part,

Asiatic Greece continued to mould the life and

thought of mankind. Asia Minor transmitted to

the infant state of Rome her quota of the

mysticism as well as the sensuality of half-

Hellenized oriental cults, and in the plastic arts

set forth' human emotion as it had never before
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been portrayed with the idealized passion of the

school of Pergamon.

The land is full of Greek towns, splendid stiH

in ruin Some have made their final contribu*-

ilion to history and to art at the bidding of the

Austrian, and more completel}, of the German

excavator. Honour where honour is due : let it

be given therefore to the Germans at Magnesia.

Prienc (loveliest of excavated cities), Miletus,

Didymus and Pergamon, and to the Austrians at

Ephesus. Other Hellenistic sites are still veiled

in forest branches and the trodden weed So

Aphrodisias, Sagalasso^ on its hill top, and a

store of ruin fields by the sea remain half buried,

and as you ride through wooded hills you will

come unexpectedly upon the white columns of

a temple, like that of Euromos near Milas, drop-

ping shaft by shaft into unheeded oblivion.

The air is full of Greek mythology. Oenone

cries through the forests of the Bith3aiian

Ol5unpus, Endymion is held in death-like sleep

on Lotmos, Marsyas, hanging from the Phrygian

three, expiates, liis triumph over Apollo, Look^

where you will, all th^^ Anatolian myths are

tinged with the sorrowfulness of Asia, being
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bom of Asia and cast by the Greek mind into

perfection of melancholy form.

If you turn from the ghost of a past civiliza-

tion and look upon the country as it now lives,

the Hellenic element in the coast districts still

plays an important part. The population of

Asia Minor is at a rough estimate some nine

million souls, of whom but a million are Greeks

;

since however these Iasi are mainly concentrated

in the ports or not far from them, they bulk

large in this particular region. More than half

the inhabitants of Smyrna, for example, arc

Greek. They control the inland trade, though

the Armenians have offered them strenuous

and increasingly successful rivalry, and as far

east as Egirdir are an invariable item in the

commercial population of the towns. Another

and less meritorious renown was theirs The

brigandage which was ' rampant round Smyrna

and in the ranges which separate the Hermus

from the Masander valley was attributable

to Greek bands. Some of the leaders had

a local fame comparable only to that of a

Robia Hood or a Dick Turpin. There was one

Chekitji who in the decade before the war ter-

rorized the whole country and provided it
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with endless store of romantic tales. At the last

the Turkish gendarmerie succeeded in cornering

him—this was if I remember rightly in 1913—^and

obtained possession of a headless body which was

identified as his. said that he had died by

his own hand rather than suffer capture, but that

his followers had made their escape carrying with

them his head, in the hope that the Government

would remain in ignorance of his fate. Why it

was that robber bands continued to flourish can

be elucidated partly by an incident which I wit-

nessed. -It was in the days of Chekirj and I

was riding up from 'Halicarnassus to Aidin, not

far from tlie Tmolus massif which the robber

chief held in undisputed possession. I travelled

quickly, very lightly laden, one servant and a

pack mule forming my party. At ni^t we

lodged in the guest chamber of some hospitable

elder of the village where we halted. So by

stream and pasture we came to Ileina a day's

ride south of Aidin, and put up in the house of

an Agha. There we met a Turkish Officer of

gendarmerie who was out brigand hunting, and

with him in the evening I had much friendly

talk. That very night his men caught a brigand

who was brought in to the Agha's house armed
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to the teeth and presenting an appearance in

all ways suited to liis calling. Moreover he was

identified by the officer, who referred for the

purpose to an official Who's Who of bfigan&s

which he carried with him. It contained personal

descriptions of noted outlaws and to one of these

our friend corresponded exactly. Amid excited

congratulations he was placed in confinement

;

I think it was in the cow-shed that he was im-

prisoned. But his detention lasted no longer

than a night. Next day he bribed successfully

the Agha and the officer and obtained a sur-

reptitious release, of which the news was

brought to me while I was examining the ruin'^

of a temple ot Hecate hard Dy. Il must be

borne in mind that the officer had to live and

that his pay w<is montlis in arrears. This in-

cident made me understand better than before

the difficulties experienced by the Ottoman

Government in suppressing brigandage.

£0 much for the Greeks, not wholly a desirable

element. Like the Armenians they were regarded

by the Turks witfi jealous eyes because the slower-

witted Ottoman could not compete with them in

commerce. Here, as elsewhere, hewers of wood

and drawers of water—^there is an interesting
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group expjressly known as Tahtaji, woodmen

—

the Turanian was at his best In the country dis*

tjricts, as a peasant uncomplainingly tilling the

soil of 'Which the rich returns were reft from him

by official extortion, by floods which the local

Qaimmaqam had neglected to restrain, or by the

vicissitudes of transport over unmetalled road

and unbridged stream The Macander valley

suffered heavily from the depredations of its

river. I have seen the water three miles wide

near its mouth at Miletus, and have splashed for

an hour through flooded fields south of Aidin.

It was the peasantry of Asia Mmor which bore the

brunt of the Balkan War of 1912-13. Depleted

by battle and disease m those years, it has been

called on since the autumn of 1914 to fight for

Germany in Europe, ui the Caucasus and in the

plains ot Mesopotamia Its numbeis must by

now have suffered such reduction that it is diffi-

cult to imagine how the fields are ploughed and

the crops saved. E\en as I knew the Anatoli|^n

Coast, indigenous labour was insufficient for

agricultural needs and every summer it was

supplemented by an influx of Albanians to gather

the harvest. The commercial population has

been devastated by other causes. On the coast
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the Greeks have been dnven from their homes

'

to herd and starve in the interior, and the

Armenians must have gone under. The condition

of the Anatolian coast lands can be only less

lamentable than that of Syria

I have spoken mainly of the western fringe of

Asia Minor because it is the part which I know

best, but the lands bordering the Sea of Marmora

and the Black Sea are no less fruitful. From the

headland of Troy past Brussa to Isnik, the ancient

Nicaea, from Insik to Ismid and east to Kastamuni

there are fertile belts ot cultivation extending

over the plains and following the windings of the

valleys. Some of this region falls within the

orbit ot tourists, and for one who has visited

Konia or Aidin there must be many hundreds

who know the matchless plain of Brussa and have

ridden across to Nicaea to loin the railway at

Ismid. Brussa like Konia was a capital, not of

Seljuks but of the Ottomans themselves, for over

a hundred years before they wrested Constan-

tinople from the Byzantine. It may—^who

knows ?—be an Ottoman capital once more.

Very different are the southern shores of Asia

Minor from Halicamassus, the moderii Budrum,

. to the Cilician border. The Taurus range drops
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.so steeply to the sea that there is often no possible

road along the shore, and the ruins of Hellenistic

cities which adorned Lycia and Pamphylia must

be approached by water. The best means of

access to the interior lias always been from Adalia

whence a road leads over a high pass to Lake

Buldur, a little to the west uf Egirdir. The

ruins of Sagalassos stand near the top of the pass

—

I was once there late in April and saw the theatre

still half full of snow. This ancient channel of

commerce was about to be developed before the

war by the ItaliartGovemment, which had obtain-

ed a concession for the building of a railway from

Adalia to Buldur where it would have linked up

with the Egirdir extension of our Aidin line. One

of the assets of the southern slope of Taurus, both

here and in Cilina, is timber. The afforestation

.is capable of great improvement, and in Asiatic

Turkey where scientific woodmanship is unknown

and the trees, nibbled by goats and lopped by

charcoal burners, are seldom allowed to reach any

reasonable size, properly controlled forests would

be of the highest value,

Bes^s the main railways from Symma to

the interior, of which I have already spoken, there
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were two other short lines from the coast. The

few miles of railway from Mudania on the Black

Sea to Brussa have been in existence for 15 years

or more, and just before the war an extension was

opened of the Manissa-Soma line, itself a brancli

of the Smyrna- Kassaba. This extension inins to

Panderma, on the Sea of Marmora west of Mudania,

and thus connects the Mediterranean port ot

Sm5rma with a port on the inland waters of Mar-

mora. To go by rail from Smyrna to Constan-

'tinople was a four days' journey, via Afium,

Eskisheher and Ismid.

A branch from the Aidin line to Sokia, one of

the centres of the liquorice trades reaches almost

to the southern coast, for Sokia is not far from the

mouth of the Macander ; but west of the Bagh-

dad railway there is no north and south line

across Asia Minor, nor do the trade loutes lie

in that direction. Except for small, self-contained

districts like the Brussa plaip, the tendency of

trade over western Asia Minor is to drain down to

Smyrna, where it has access to an open sea.

I have come to the end. The next stop would

take me out of Asiatic Turkey to Gallipoli, ^wn
with our dead, to Constantinople, where the evil x
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counsels of the Committee and the German still

guide the Ottoman Empire on the path to min.

If I were to set myself to make a brief for the

Turk I should not be without arguments. No one

who knows him and his history can acciise him

of having been the sole agent of destruction in

the lands he governed. A heavy burden of blame

lies upon the nations of Europe, for whom Turkey

has been a pawn in an age-long and shameful

game of jealous cupidity But the time lor such

pleas is past. It has been blotted out by the blood

and tears of the subject races Vemt summa

dm et inductahile tempns—^let us consider what the

new day should bring.

I take it for granted that the Arab provmces

cannot be allowed to remam undei Turkish rule,

nor yet the mountain districts, including Cilicia,

which on three separate occasions during the past

20 years have been thrown, by ordei from Con-

stantinople, into the worst horrors or religious

strife. Where Ottoman sovereignty is preserved

either the Christian population must be helped

to withdraw, or there'must be a binding pledge

—

binding on Europe as well as on Turkey—^tbat they

5hall not be molested. Even if we leave out of
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count the wheat-growing area ot the plateau and

the richly varied fertility of ihe coast lands

—

though we may be certain that they will not be left

undeveloped—what will be the results of pacifica-

tion and progress over Asiatic turkey ? We are

dealing with one of the most important agricultural

areas in the world The Traq alone is not second

in productiveness to Egypt, while m acreage it

IS more than twice as large the Syrian granaries,

without modem facilities of transport, helped to

feed Rome, and the commerce of the ancient as

well as of the mediaeval world flowed of necessity

to eastern industrial centres The maritime city

states of Italy, Genoa and Venice, owed their

prosperity to Oriental trade, and the ports of the

Adriatic profited by it in a similai measure. Not

long after the final decline of the Abbasid and the

Byzontine empires came the discovery of America

and the opening up of fresh trade routes across the

^
Atlantic. The rehabilitation of the Near East may

once more alter the balance or let us say establish

a just balance, by recreating a market which has

besen for centuries in abeyance . It will add immea-

s urably to the wealth of a universe wasted by ym
and provide new fields for the reviving indnatnes^
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of Europe. And since all successful commerce

must be equally beneficial to both parties concerned

(for in trade there is no good bargain except that

from which both the contractors profit) East and

West will once more l)e linked together by

common advantage.

Mited hf O. Pearson at the Tiinos Press, Bombay, and

pnbHsbed by tbe Superintendent, Government Press, Basrnb,








